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• Contract dispute
UMaine staff assoc. to vote on new contract
By Tony Hallett
Staff Writer
After nearly a year of negotia-
tion and frustration, the University
of Maine Professional Staff Asso-
ciation will be given a chance to
vote on a new contract, an UMPSA
official said Friday.
"We have been negotiating with
the university since early summer
of '94 for a new contract. Only
recently has the university decided
to offer a contract anywhere simi-
lar to what the faculty has been
offered," UMPSA statewide Pres-
ident Richard Kochis said.
The new contract proposal in-
cludes a 4 percent wage increase as
compared to the previous 2 per-
cent offered, improved care for
expectant mothers, as well as a
new health insurance plan.
UMPSA members are skepti-
cal of the proposal's future. While
some members want to see the
contract pass, others don't want to
settle without the other three un-
settled unions, who have been with-
out contracts for even longer than
the professionals.
"I hate to settle without every-
one else (the other unions) settling.
People should be paid for working
when they didn't have a contract.
A lot of people have been without
a contract for a long time," Maxine
Harrow said.
Harrow, the coordinator of Ed-
ucational Field Experiences and
an UMPSA member, is not totally
pleased with the new proposal, but
she said the union may have little
choice but to accept.
"I honestly think this is the best
offer we are going to get," Harrow
said.
"It is too close to call," Kochis
said about the expected outcome
of the vote. "Each campus is going
in one direction or another. Some
are in favor, some aren't."
In order for the contract to pass,
it needs to receive a state-wide
majority.
This does not mean UMPSA is
withdrawing its support of the oth-
er unions or the members are satis-
fied by the proposal.
"I am not happy about the health
care, but I understand it," Harrow
said. In the past, the university has
paid for the employee's health pre-
miums. Under the new contract,
workers are required to pay a pre-
mium, along with the standard de-
ductable.
"I hope it passes. We need to
get the contract behind us so we
can deal with other issues on cam-
pus," Harrow said.
UMPSA is giving its members
an opportunity to learn more about
the contract before it goes out for a
vote. At noon Thursday, in Room
140 Bennett Hall, the union is hav-
ing an informational meeting for
its members.
• Student senate
Grad student group wants
more representation
By Michael Lane
Staff Writer
The Association of Graduate Stu-
dents, unhappy with the performance
of the current student University of
Maine System Board of Trustees
Representative Chris Leclerc, is
working to get their own representa-
tive.
"I'm really disappointed with
Leclerc. I don't think he is doing the
job. We need both a graduate and
undergraduate representative,"
President of AGS Andrea Hawkes
said.
Graduate students of 27 depart-
ments mandated Hawkes to voice
their concern over the inadequacy of
the current BOT representative.
UMaine President Frederick E.
Hutchinson has given his support to
the AGS in their efforts to attain a
graduate BOT representative.
"I'm supportive of what the AGS
is attempting to do," he said.
Hawkes noted Hutchinson's vi-
sion statement, emphasizing the role
and the importance of UMaine's
2,300 graduate students.
The AGS wants to present to the
BOT the issues of: paying teaching
WEATHER
and research assistants, having health Hawkes criticized Leclerc for his
insurance for graduate students, and poor performance and cited his re-
finding an equitable resolution to the sponse to a question posed by The
faculty contract issue. Maine Campus regarding his take
"We are, as we should be, con- on faculty picketing at the January
cemed more with faculty working meeting of the BOT.
without contracts," Hawkes said. Leclerc said he did not know
"We work more intimately with anything about the conflict.
them. Their happiness or unhappi-
ness is more obvious to us. See 
AGS on page 4
Andrea Hawkes responds during an
(Page Photo.)
• Local
Who's running for
Student Gov't president?
Find out inside.
page 3
interview in her office.
• Editorial
M. Jon Rinaldi has had it
up to here with all those
lawyers.
page 8
Where did the time go?
U OF MAINE0
GOAL
$71,000.00
COMBINED 5"
CHARITABLEx
APPEAL FOR,
UNI'mPciTy
Five of the Memorial Union clock's hour markers seem to
have vanished. (Page Photo.)
• Student Legal Services
GSS names SLS contract
finalists at open forum
By Ryan Robbins services available to students if an
outside firm is contracted since
they all have solid reputations,
Student Government narrowed Student Government Vice Presi-
down the bids for the Student Le- dent Charles Allen said Thursday
gal Services contract to four po- night.
tential law firms at a forum held "They are not going to provide
Thursday night in Room 107 Cor- slipshod service," he said.
bett Hall. Student Legal Services attor-
The four finalist include: Cur- ney Shellie Batuski was skeptical
tis & Griffin, an Orono firm, which that the finalists, or any of the 10
placed a bid of $79,600; two Bang- law firms that filed bids, knew what
or firms, Hall & Lunn and Charles they were going to be in for if
W. Hodsdon II, which placed bids Student Government decides to
of $90,000; Archer, Perry & Jor- eliminate SLS.
dan of Brewer which placed a bid All of the firms said they would
of $85,000. SLS' s budget for last provide daily on-campus hours and
fiscal year was $126,701.48 — phone service. All of the firms said
39.4 percent of Student Govern- they would provide paralegals on
ment' s budget. A selection corn- campus full-time. But none of the
mittee, including eight students and firms said it would provide an at-
three university administrators in- torney on campus full time, which
terviewed the finalists, is different from the current ser-
Student Government will not
compromise the quality of legal
Staff Writer
• Arts
Friday's comedy in the
Damn Yankee was
graphically funny.
page 6
See SLS on page 4
• Sports
Tory has 3 assists in
Maine's 3.2 win over
Merrimack.
• Assassinations
Body of kidnapped parlimentarian found
2 MOSCOW (AP) —Police found the body of a parliament member today who had beenkidnapped from a bar outside Moscow by gunmen posing as police officers, the ITAR-Tass
news agency said.
He was the third Russian lawmaker to be killed in the past 10 months.
The body of Sergei Skorochkin, an independent deputy in the lower house or parliament, was
found in a forest near the village of Sarybyevo, the news agency quoted police as saying. He had
been shot in the back of the head and his hands were cuffed, the report said.
The 33-year-old Skorochkin, who also ran a private business, shocked parliament last summer
when he shot and killed a man who he said opened fire on him. A passerby also was killed in the
shootout.
Prosecutors later ruled that Skorochkin was defending himself, and charges were dropped.
The independent NTV network reported today that Skorochkin had been in hiding in London
until recently.
He was in a bar in the town of Zaraisk, a Moscow suburb where his business was located, late
Wednesday when four gunmen burst in, ITAR-Tass reported earlier. The gunmen, wearing
military fatigues and carrying submachine guns, identified themselves as police and said they were
looking for drugs and illegal weapons.
• Occupation
Leader warns of new
uprising over construction• •
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel will trigger a new3 Palestinian revolt if it doesn't stop building Jewish
neighborhoods in Arab east Jerusalem, a senior PLO
official said today.
Faisal Husseini, a minister in Yasser Arafat's self-rule gov-
ernment, issued the warning a day after Jerusalem's planning
council approved building plans for a Jewish neighborhood of
6,500 homes in east Jerusalem.
The Palestinians want east Jerusalem as their future capital,
but Israel insists it will never allow the city to be divided.
The building approval was seen in Israel as a step to ensure
its hold over east Jerusalem before negotiations on the final status
of the city begin next year.
Husseini said construction of this and otherJewish neighbor-
hoods would undermine support for Arafat among Palestinians
and increase support for Islamic militants who oppose reconcil-
iation with Israel.
"If the PLO loses the leadership, then the only ones who can
assume this role are the fundamentalists. And if this happens ...
we will witness a new uprising and no one will be able to stop it,"
Husseini said on Israel army radio.
A seven-year Palestinian uprising against Israeli occupation
was instrumental in bringing Israel and the PLO to the table.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Mostly sunny, highs 20
to 25.
Tuesday's Outlook
Scattered snow showers
to the north and mountains,
fair elsewhere.
Extended Forecast
Wednesdayfair, lows zero
to 10 below up north, in the
teens south. Thursday... Fair
to the north, chance of snow
to the south. Highs in 20s
Caribou •
•
10°F
18 days until
Spring break!
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• Iran offers 10 gold coins for Rushdie story.
• Russian lawmaker's body found.
• China accuses USA of meddling.
Iran sponsors writing contest
1 NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Here's a contest Salman Rushdie probably could winhimself: Write a short story describing the writer's -fear and anxiety" under an
Iranian death threat and win gold coins from the Tehran government.
The official Islamic Propagation Organization has announced a "great competition" to
mark the sixth year of the death edict against Rushdie, Iran's state-run Islamic Republic
News Agency reported Wednesday.
The author of the best short story about "Salman Rushdie, the apostate writer of 'The
Satanic Verses' and his moments of fear and anxiety" will win 10 gold coins, said IRNA,
monitored in Cyprus.
Second and third place winners will be awarded five gold coins and three gold coins,
respectively, IRNA said.
Entries must be submitted by April 20, and the winners announced June 5.
Iran's late revolutionary leader, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, issued a religious edict
in February 1989, calling on Muslims to kill the Indian-born British writer for "insulting
Islam" in his novel, "The Satanic Verses."
The semiofficial Khordad 15 organization placed a bounty of more than $2 million on
Rushdie' s head.
• Criticism
China says human rights
issues are just meddling
4 BEIJING (AP) — In response to criticism from theState Department, China accused the United States today
of using "the excuse of human rights" to meddle in
China's internal affairs.
The Foreign Ministry made the accusation in a statement
issued by the official Xinhua News Agency.
The State Department's annual report on human rights
violations, released Wednesday, called China an authoritarian
state with a record of "widespread and well-documented human
rights abuses."
Those abuses include long, arbitrary detention of prisoners
denied contact with the outside world, torture, mistreatment of
prisoners, restriction of press and political freedoms, and repres-
sion in Tibet, the report said.
"The United States has no right to make indiscreet remarks
about the internal affairs of China or any other country," the
Foreign Ministry statement said.
"We are resolutely opposed to such a move of interference
in other countries' internal affairs on the excuse of human
rights."
The statement, from a ministry spokesman who was not
named, accused the State Department of ignoring China's
progress in protecting human rights and said China's constitution
and laws fully guarantee "the various democratic rights and
interests of the people of all ethnic groups in the country."
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• Election review
Three tickets vie for GSS presidential spot
• MacIsaac / Bates
Dave MacIsaac and Bill Bates. (Geyerhahn Photo.)
By Michael Lane
Staff Writer
Dave MacIsaac and Bill Bates are run-
ning on a platform of communication, atti-
tude, service and enthusiasm.
Both agree open and mutual communi-
cation between students and Student Gov-
ernment is the key to a productive govern-
ment. The candidates plan to communicate
with students both directly and through the
campus media.
"We believe communication is a two-
way street. We feel the Student Govern-
ment should not only talk with the students,
but more importantly, listen to their con-
cerns," MacIsaac said.
The ticket pointed out the negative atti-
tude of many in Student Government. They
find the preoccupation to fight and oppose
detrimental to students' well-being. They
intend to foster a more positive, and what
they hope will be a more productive rela-
tionship with the administration and cam-
pus community as a whole.
"The time for negative thinking will
end when we take our oaths," said Ma-
cIsaac.
MacIsaac and Bates plan to revive cam-
pus interest and participation in service
projects. They believe service to be the
key to bringing a community together.
"Nothing brings a community togeth-
er more than working as one to improve
itself," they said.
Lastly, they promised to tackle the po-
sitions with "110 percent" enthusiasm.
While they may not always be successful
in their efforts, it would not be due to
lacking of trying, they said.
"We may not be perfect, but we do
have the best of intentions," they said.
MacIsaac, better known for his hockey
playing, is in his fourth year here.
Bates, in his third year at UMaine, is a
political science and economics major.
• Stromgren / Hankermeyer
Dan Stromgren and Andre Hankermeyer. (Geyerhahn Photo.)
By Michael Lane
Staff Writer
Dan Stromgren and Andrew Hankerm-
eyer are running on a platform not of polit-
ical rhetoric, but concern for the issues.
They are running not to win a popularity
contest but to promote equal representation
without discrimination.
"It is not our goal to become famous
among the student body," Hankermeyer said.
"Our happiness will only come when the
people are heard. Equal representation with-
out discrimination is the only way."
They emphasized their intent to build a
more mutual communication with the ad-
ministration. They said they will work to
ensure students are given decision-making
power with regard to the campus communi-
ty.
Cutting the Chancellor's office, a notion
proposed by many, but lacking serious fol-
lowthrough, is also an objective of
Stromgren/Hankermeyer.
"We need to topple the throne. The Chan-
cellor's office is not needed. It is is position
of esteem, not of usefulness," said Stromgren.
The ticket also plans to launch an effort
See STROMGREN on page 16
• Meikleohn / Bra don
Ben Meiklejohn and Chris Bragdon. (Geyerhahn Photo.)
By Michael Lane
Staff Writer
Ben Meiklejohn, if elected, wants to
break down the walls dividing the students
on the UMaine campus.
"We need some solidarity," he said.
He and his running mate, Chris Bragdon,
emphasized their plan to address the needs
of the diverse student body. Both said in the
past these needs have been neglected.
"The senate can be a lot more diverse.
There are a lot of groups on this campus that
aren't heard. There has to be diversity for
broad and equal representation," Bragdon
said.
Meiklejohn also emphasized the need of
Student Government to look for long-term
solutions to problems plaguing the campus.
"A year is a short time. We need to get
some balls rolling to resolve problems in the
future," he said.
More specific issues addressed by
Meiklejohn and Bragdon included: pooling
information regarding landlords, integrat-
ing the Greeks into the community and
serving as a watchdog over the Administra-
tion's budgetary decisions.
Meiklejohn is an English major in his
fourth year at UMaine.
Bragdon, in his fourth year at UMaine, is
a geology major.
If there is any kindness I can show, or any good thing I can do to
any fellow being, let me do it NOW, and not deter or neglect it, as I
shall not pass this way again. . . William Penn.
Volunteers in Community Efforts
Does the cold weather and the time spent isolated
in your room have you down?
Discover the warmth through volunteering!
Uncovering the volunteering opportunities through
VOICE.
3rd Floor Memorial Union.
581-1793
Current Opportunities Include:
The ENSIC Pediatrics Unit needs help with children inie
r" Lewly established recreation facility.
Adopt-A-School is direct
-A, interaction with children in
local schools.
jr
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• Election profile
'vii 
Two pairs running for ROC seats
By Jeff Teunisen
Staff Writer
There are two tickets running for the
presidency and vice presidency of Resi-
dents on Campus on Feb. 14.
Brian Cirone, the current vice president
of ROC, is running for president.
Cirone said he is interested in "becoming
more involved with the administration," and
wants to "fight legislative cuts."
Cirone' s running mate is first-year stu-
dent Darby Labbe, who is the co-chair of the
Nationals committee.
Jennifer Nelson is running for the presi-
dency of ROC. She is a first-year student
and the current president of the East/West
campus area board. She is interested in mak-
ing the hall governing boards stronger.
Nelson's running mate is the current
ROC secretary, Andi Gosselin. She is on
the Student Legal Services bid commit-
tee and also wants to make the hall gov-
erning boards stronger while working
with the administration.
AGS from page 1
"I shouldn't be so ignorant. I didn't know
what was going on," he said.
Leclerc said he was doing an adequate job
of voicing student's concerns to the BUT.
The BUT student representative serves as
a liaison between the BUT and UMaine stu-
dents. The by-laws of the Student Government
constitution state only that the representative is
to report to the General Student Senate follow-
ing all BUT meetings.
According to the minutes of the GSS meet-
ings since September, Leclerc has reported
both before and after the two BUT meetings.
Out of a total of 14 GSS meetings since
Leclerc was appointed, he has failed to report
at eight meetings.
Normally, BUT student representatives are
appointed in the Spring semester and attend
the July and August meetings with the outgo-
ing representative.
Student Government Vice President
Charles Allen defended Leclerc on grounds
that he missed the informal orientation, as
the former representative did not return to
school.
"He (Leclerc) hasn't had much time to get
into it (the BUT). He came in to fill a void,"
Allen said.
SLS from page 1
vice.
Batuski said that the quality of any ser-
vice won't be the same as it is now if there
is limited on-campus attorney support. Hav-
ing a full-time paralegal in the office is little
solace because paralegals cannot give legal
advice, she said.
"I don't think that's feasible," she said.
Off-campus Sen. Bill Reed, the forum's
moderator and a former chairman of the
SLS Board, said he believed there wouldn't
be any disadvantages in having an outside
firm provide services with regard to hours.
While on-campus attorney hours would be
limited, students would still be able to meet
with an attorney at the firm's main office,
Success starts here at 16 Godfrey Drive, Orono 4.
Offices located in:
Orono, ME
Portland, ME
Camden, ME
Newark, DE Atlanta, GA
Dover, DE Dallas, TX
ltimore, MD State College, PA
MBNA New England, a subsidiary of MBNA
America, the world's leading issuer of the Gold
Mastercard, is paving the way for those interested in
challenging careers. With regional marketing centers
across the United States, MBNA offers a wide variety
of career choices.
We now have positions available in our Orono Center
fir part-time Outward Account Representatives.
MBNA offers excellent benefits, competitive salaries,
incentives and referral bonuses.
Part-Time Jobs Can Lead To
Full-Time Careers.
The road to success starts at 16 Godfrey Drive.
Make your first successful call to
866-0700 for more information.
ABM.
NEW ENGLAND"
MBNA New England is a subsidiary of MBNA Amenca Bank NA.
MBNA America is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer 01994 MBNA Amenca Bank, NA.
he said.
"The concern about hours, I think, is
unfounded," Allen said. He pointed out that
two of the finalists have proposed having
on-campus evening hours on a limited basis,
depending on demand.
Some present and former SLS clients
wondered how an outside firm could offer
itself for less money than SLS while provid-
ing the same services. "I can't second guess
the bidder on how they run their office or
what they're paying their employees," Reed
answered.
Off-campus Sen. Chad King, who is also
on the selection committee, said three of the
four finalists told the committee that SLS is
over-staffed. SLS Board Chairman Bill Bates
added that if Student Government contracts
with an outside firm, it won't be responsible
for paying payroll taxes or benefits.
Batuski said she didn't believe the firms
were given adequate information about
SLS's clientele and case load. Allen had
said the firms had been given statistics about
SLS cases and clientele.
The firms "haven't been in our office,"
Batuski said. "They haven't seen what goes
on."
Batuski was also upset because she felt
Student Government hadn't looked at all of
its options before soliciting bids. She point-
ed out that out of the last four attempts to
raise the activity fee, only last year's attempt
succeeded. Ironically enough, the increase
was directly related to keeping SLS afloat,
she said.
If the Senate were to order a referendum
to increase the activity fee, it would have to
do it quickly. Student Government's consti-
tution states that referendums must be sent
to the student body "no less than 20 (aca-
demic) days" after a petition is filed with the
president.
Even if a referendum were to reach the
students before the end of the semester and
students approved it, the University of Maine
System Board of Trustees would also have
to approve it. BUT meeting agendas are set
months in advance. Reed said there was
little chance for a referendum to be consid-
ered by the BUT.
Off-campus Sen. Andrew Weymouth
pointed out that sending a referendum to
increase the fee after the Senate holds its
annual budget meeting in April wouldn't be
sound because the Senate would not be able
to approve a budget in anticipation of in-
creased revenue.
To complicate matters even more, Uni-
versity College's departure from the
UMaine campus at the end of this semester
will mean a loss of approximately 1,000
activity fee-paying students, Allen said.
That will add up to about $50,000 in lost
revenue, he said.
Another option would be increasing fees
for some of SLS' s services. Currently SLS
charges clients $50 for divorce cases. Ba-
tuski said that perhaps SLS could increase
the fee to somewhere between $100 to
$200.
Allen said that when Student Govern-
ment began looking at alternatives to SLS
Batuski and her staff were "hostile toward
making any price increases."
Batuski responded, "We've always been
open to modifying existing services."
Saturday, Allen said that Batuski met
with the selection committee and offered to
cut her hours to 28 a week to save $7,482, cut
a student paralegal position to save $1,200
and increase fees. SLS' s budget would still
be far more than the highest bidder's pro-
posal, he said.
The selection committee was supposed
to vote Friday to recommend one of the
firms, but it decided to wait until it could
receive more information from the firms
and SLS, Allen said Saturday.
There is a disagreement over whether
this is a fiscal or personnel matter, and
whether it should be voted on in an open or
executive session.
The Senate does not have to accept the
selection committee's recommendation and
could choose to keep SLS for another year.
Allen said he didn't know whether SLS will
be around next year.
"We have several options," he said. "What-
ever we do, we have to cut costs drastically."
ceupidxgram
g. "Tale or "Female g.
Will deleiver a rose and candy to that
special someone on 'Valentine's.
yivailable with ceupid-cgrams' upon request are
8trip-O-c§rams gP poems
"For more info call CE5cocrcpeyi at 947-4406
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• Speaker
Prof addresses
gay, straight
social roles
By Michelle M. Curtain
Staff Writer
Gays and lesbians are treated by society
as heterosexuals, and the psychiatric profes-
sion is helping to ensure future generations
of heterosexuals, said an associate professor
of Women's Studies from Colby College.
"All citizens adopt a condition of hetero-
sexual identity in order to gain public access
to the public sphere," said Chesire Calhoun.
Calhoun read from her paper "Sexual
Inequality: Gay and Lesbian Displacement
from Civil Society" to about 30 people Thurs-
day afternoon in The Maples. Calhoun' s
paper will be published in the "Notre Dame
Journal of Law, Ethics and Public Policy."
While "gender injustice" distinguishes
places in society women do or do not gener-
ally occupy, such as certain jobs; Calhoun
focused on "sexuality injustice."
"Lesbians and gays, unlike women, don't
See CALHOUN on page 16
SPRING BREAK
1995!
Guaranteed lowest prices in USA
Jamaica
\\
045 _
Special Group Rates
& Free Travel!
Space is limited ! Call Today !
A_Sun Splash Tours_L
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(JUST ACROSS THE VERMONT BORDER)
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5 NIGHTS LODGING,LUXURY CONDO
• FULLY EQUIPPED KITCHEN,
FIREPLACE ETC.
5 DAY SKI I SNOW
BOARD LIFT TICKET
• 40 SLOPES, 3 MOUNTAINS
FOR ALL LEVELS
• 1800 FOOT VERTICAL DROP
5 DAYS* NIGHTS OF
INTERCOLLEGIATE
PARTIES. CONTESTS
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• NOTE: THE LEGAL AGE TO CONSUME ALCOHOL IS 18
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• Latti Fitness Center
$150,000 worth of improvements to
By Debbie Cross
Staff Writer
The Latti Fitness Center, located in the
Memorial Gym, will be undergoing some
changes as of June 1. Acting Athletic Direc-
tor Walter Abbot said the changes are long
overdue.
"Our fitness center should be a show-
place for the university, but instead, it is an
embarrassment. The equipment is outdated,
not structurally sound, and there is not enough
of it."
The restructuring of the fitness center is
one of Abbot's priorities. He has some set
notions about the funding of the new center.
"We will do some fundraising, and we
will also go to the University of Maine
System for a loan. As of now, there is not
enough funding in the recreation fund to
support the new center so that is the reason
for the loan. The approximate overall cost
will probably be around $150,000," said
Abbot.
In the end, it will be the students who will
pay for the renovated center.
"What we want to do is put a user's fee on
the student's bill. If they want to utilize the
center they will be billed, and if not, then
they won't be. Of course, if a student wants
to utilize the center after the bill is pro-
cessed, they will have the opportunity to do
so. There will also be a fee for staff, perhaps
a bit more than the students pay. I don't want
the cost difference to be too great though,"
Abbot said. "I'd like to see students and staff
be added to center
mingle in a different atmosphere than they
are used to. If the price is too great, then staff
will stay away,"
These user's fees will then be used to pay
back the loan.
Abbot argued that the fitness center
should provide a quality environment and
equipment for students and staff to work out
in.
"Students and staff deserve the oppor-
tunity to work out in a modern, clean and
updated center, and right now, the center
does not provide this," he said.
UMaine sophomore Rebecca Small
agrees that changes need to be made.
"It is always so crowded in the fitness
See LATTI on page 15
Relationship Technology Made User Friendly
with Humorist Kevin Hughes
The World's Funniest Advisor on Life, Love, and Laughter for
Kelationships in the 90's.
This Valentine's Day, he conies back to us at Wells COMMONS
So, bring your sweetheart or your friend
on Tuesday, February 14 at SPM
Costs only 1/person or 1/couple
(with valid Ulu Student W - 03 for all others)
c.a
Kevin is 'married to his best friend, Kathy. He has two children who
ask hini if it hurts when his "bangs" fall out. Comedy gave Kevin a
sense of direction and a goal. Funny and thought provoking, he covers
subjects as diverse as the mating rituals of the praying mantis
to the rudinients of becoming a successful lover.4s)
Brought to you by:
The Union Board: Diversions
A Division of Student Affairs
581-1735
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&Entertainment
A&EWEEK
Monday, Feb. 13
*Roll it Again Cinema: "The Crying
Game," 6:30 p.m. Sutton Lounge.
Tuesday, Feb. 14
*Roll it Again Cinema: "The Crying
Game," 3:15 and 6:30 p.m. Sutton Lounge.
*Comedy performance by Kevin
Hughes, 8 p.m. Wells Conference Center.
Admission fee.
Wednesday, Feb. 15
*Poetry Free Zone: "The Hungry Heart:
Poems Against Violence." Noon, Thom-
son Honors Center.
*Battle of the Big Bands, 7 p.m. Maine
Center for the Arts. Admission fee.
Thursday, Feb. 16
*Film: "The Architecture of Doom," 7
p.m. 100 D.P. Corbett Business Building.
*"The Crucifer of Blood," performed
by the Penobscot Theatre Company. 7
p.m. Penobscot Theater, Bangor. Admis-
sion fee.
*"Variations" jazz Performance by
Dan Bragdon, Ben Bigney and Mike Mc
Donald. 8:30 p.m. Ram's Horn.
Friday, Feb. 17
*"James Baldwin: The Price of the
Ticket," a film about the writer, will be
shown at 7 p.m. at the Peace and Justice
Center of Southern Maine, 359 Main St.,
Bangor.
*"Cosmic Catastrophes" planetarium
show. 7 p.m. Maynard F. Jordan Planetar-
ium, Wingate Hall. Admission fee.
*"The Crucifer of Blood," performed
by the Penobscot Theatre Company. 8
p.m. Penobscot Theater, Bangor. Admis-
sion fee.
*Frieburg Baroque Orchestra perfor-
mance, 8 p.m. Maine Center for the Arts.
Admission fee.
*Movie: "Blown Away," 6:30 p.m.
100 D.P. Corbett Business Building. Ad-
mission fee.
Saturday, Feb. 18
*An Evening of Music for 'Cello, Pi-
ano, Musical Saw and Accordion will be
held at 8 p.m. in the Lord Recital Hall.
*Eddie Money in concert, 8 p.m. King
Pine Room, Sugarloaf. For information or
tickets, call (207) 237-2000.
*"The Crucifer of Blood," performed
by the Penobscot Theatre Company. 8
p.m. Penobscot Theater, Bangor. Admis-
sion fee.
Sunday, Feb. 19
*"Where is Little Bear?" planetarium
show. 2 p.m. Maynard F. Jordan Planetar-
ium, Wingate Hall. Admission fee.
*Performance by guitarist Kevin Sa-
lem, 8:30 p.m. Granny Killam's Industrial
Drinkhouse, Portland. Admission fee.
*"The Crucifer of Blood," performed
by the Penobscot Theatre Company. 2
p.m. Penobscot Theater, Bangor. Admis-
sion fee.
• Comedy
McKinney, Barr keep Damn Yankee in stitches
By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
Dozens of people crowded into the Damn
Yankee on Friday evening for the second
Comedy Cafe of the spring semester. This
time, they were there to welcome comedi-
ans Juston McKinney and Julie Barr.
Juston McKinney started off the evening.
A former resident of Maine who has ap-
peared in comedy clubs around the country
and who will be appearing soon on NBC's
"America's Talking," McKinney demon-
strated a hyperactive, mile-a-minute per-
sonality that kept the audience on its toes
and listening closely.
He started off by saying how happy he
was to be back in Maine (yeah, right) and
staying in the "luxury accommodations" of
the University Motor Inn. "When I got there,
they told me 'It's not so bad here. We've got
a pool.' So I ran up to my room and put on
my bathing suit and came back down and
said 'Where's the pool?' and they told me
'It's an outdoor pool."
When he wasn't poking fun at Vacation-
land, McKinney was commenting on some
of the other absurdities of life. "I once went
into Victoria's Secret," he confided to the
audience, "and they were having a Back-
To-School sale! I thought to myself 'Where
do these students go to school?"
On watching the Brady Bunch: "I'm
sorry. I just cannot relate to them. Maybe if
we saw Mike throw Carol down the stairs or
scream at the kids I could relate. And those
scenes with Mike and Carol in bed. Just
once, didn't you want to see Mike get on top
of her and start going at it?"
On Army recruiters at the mall: "I asked
them why they were wearing camouflage
and one of them said 'It's so we don't stick
out.' I wanted to say to them 'Guys...you're
in the mall! You stick out!"
McKinney also proved himself quite the
car critic. He was particularly critical of the
Chevy Chevette. "You know it's a sucky car
when the acoustics in the blinkers are better
than the ones in the stereo system," McKin-
Juston McKinney entertains the crowd at the Damn Yankee Friday night.
(Lachowski Photo.)
ney said.
On shopping for cars: "Car dealers are
pretty bad," McKinney said. "Mazda deal-
ers, in my opinion, are the worst. In fact, I
think Mazda stands for Many Arrogant Zip-
perheads Dealing Automobiles." Given the
amount of applause he got, it's possible that
the audience knew exactly what he was
talking about.
The headliner for the evening was Julie
Barr. A tall, impressive woman wearing
casual clothes, Barr showed the pretty much
the same flair for mile-a-minute gags as
McKinney. Her routine focused mostly on
her family, religion, and weight loss.
She began with her family. "My father
See COMEDY on page 7
• Music
Boyz II Men victorious at American Music Awards
By John Antczak
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Boyz II Men
capitalized on all but one of their four nom-
inations at the 22nd annual American Music
Awards. Ace of Base, Michael Bolton and
Reba McEntire received two trophies apiece.
"I'll Make Love to You" brought Boyz
II Men honors for favorite single in the pop-
rock and soul-rhythm and blues categories,
and the vocalists won top soul-R&B group.
They lost only a bid for adult contemporary
artist.
"It's something we believe in — ro-
mance and falling in love," group member
Shawn Stockman said backstage.
Monday night's awards show honored
such American Music Award veterans as
McEntire and Alabama, along with new
stars ranging from Counting Crows to Snoop
Doggy Dogg.
Top male artist awards went to Michael
Bolton in pop-rock, Babyface in soul-R&B
and Garth Brooks in country. Favorite fe-
male artists were Mariah Carey in pop-rock,
Anita Baker in soul-R&B and McEntire in
country.
Bolton also collected the award for fa-
vorite adult contemporary artist.
McEntire' s other victory was in the coun-
try album competition for her "Read My
Mind," which beat the popular compilation
work "Common Thread: Songs of the Ea-
gles" and Alan Jackson's "Who I Am."
Capping a phenomenal rise to populari-
ty, Sweden's Ace of Base quartet was named
pop-rock's favorite new artist over A11-4-
One and Counting Crows, and favorite pop-
rock group over Pink Floyd and Stone Tem-
ple Pilots.
Comparisons to Sweden's earlier export,
Abba, were inevitable, but Ace of Base
member Buddah didn't mind.
"I think Abba did a great thing for Swe-
den, so to be the new Abba is great I think,"
he told reporters.
Country winners also included Tim
McGraw as favorite new artist, Vince Gill's
"Whenever You Come Around" as favorite
single, and the venerable Alabama, which
picked up its 13th consecutive favorite group
trophy.
Toni Braxton's "Toni Braxton" aced
the album competition in soul-R&B, and the
youthful vocalists of A11-4-One won the
category's new artist honor.
"The Lion King" soundtrack was cho-
sen 'over Counting Crows' "August and
Everything After" and Carey's "Music
Box" as favorite pop-rock album.
Counting Crows did collect a trophy for
alternative music artist, and in a bittersweet
victory, Nirvana was top heavy metal-hard
rock artist. The band's lead singer Kurt
Cobain committed suicide last year.
Snoop Doggy Dogg, the rap star accused
of murder, won his first American Music
Award as favorite rap-hip hop star. He was
low-key in his acceptance, and backstage
his handlers yelled to reporters "no legali-
ties," meaning no questions about his prob-
lems. When a reporter asked why not, the
See MUSIC on page 7
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• Music of Orono- past and future
By Justin Butts
Staff Writer
Well, February is cer-
tainly turning out to be an
intense month for the Orono
music scene. If you weren't
aware of what's going on,
here's some information for you. Before I get
to what happened this past week, let me fill you
in on a few choice shows that you just might
want to check out.
This Thursday, the Ram's Horn will present
the first of what will hopefully become a
standard program called "Variations." It will
include jazz, fusion, and other Icinds of musical
collaborations. This week will feature a jazz
trio comprising Mike McDonald, Ben Bigney
and Dan Bragdon.
Cheepo's will have the Maple Brothers for
both Thursday and Friday nights. Thumper, a
metaliska band out of Boston, will hit the
Ram's Horn on Friday, and on Saturday there
will be a British style Rave show.
For the extended forecast, Eric Pedersen
will be performing at the Memorial Union's
Coffee Shop on Feb. 21. Bizy Baxton, the one
man band, will play the Bear's Den on Feb. 23.
Friday, Feb. 23 promises to be a good one
whether you're into psychedelic jams or flat-
out hard core. Cheepo's will feature Elderber-
ry Jam that night, and for those of you who like
pain, make sure you check out Vermont's
Slush at the Ram's Horn. They'll be playing
with Good Guy Blasters. If you don't get
enough punishment from this show, then head
over to Heavy's in Old Town Feb. 25, to see
Portland's Cradle To Grave.
Anyway, as for what happened this past
week... I had the good fortune to catch three
cool gigs. The first was the Car/Locking Sea-
son show at the Ram's Horn. Next was Inca
Son at a Friday night party. And third, it was
back to the Ram's Horn for a full load of
performers.
First let me give you the digs on Car.
They're about three years old now, and just
made the cover of Cradle magazine. They're a
power-trio made up of Colin Decker on guitar,
Alec Thibodeau on bass and Ryan Toppan on
drums.
I liked these guys overall. However, they
do reveal the inherent limitations of the three-
man format. Some aspect of the live presenta-
tion usually suffers. In this case it was the
vocals by guitarist Decker, who just sounded
too weak to front the band.
There are two things I noticed about Car
that set them apart from the rest. The first is
their ability to slip out of full-bodied melodic
progression and slam unexpectedly into a tight
rocking musical sequence. Very slick. The
second is the fresh originality in their sound, in
the sense that they seem to have arrived where
they are quite naturally, without manipulating
their format to fit into any particular genre.
The following night, partygoers at the home
of Liz Zwiener and Mark Ferrero were treated
to the Andean music of Inca Son. After it was
made clear during a stop at the Memorial
Union that the group wanted to play some-
where that night, and after finding all the
regular venues were already booked up, they
resorted to playing a party in Liz and Mark's
living room.
It was quite an event. Using several instru-
ments that they made themselves, three mem-
bers of Inca Son interwove three-piece harmo-
nies over Latin rhythms to create a sound
nobody there will forget.
As for the Sunday night show, after a host
of individual solo acts and spontaneous mixed
jam sessions, Portland's Viscous Cycle per-
formed some classic Sabbath-style metal. Next
was a band I can't name for legal reasons ( I
hope y' all dug it though), followed by the
headlining Locking Season. They got a wild
mosh going that left me with a jaw that's still
pretty damn sore.
Well, that's all kids... Until next time, keep
yourself rocked, and remember to call Mom
on Valentine's Day.
NTS Spring 1995
February 14
How to Talk to Your Children About Aids and
Other Tough Topics
Sherry Cousins, Program Coordinator, Cutler Health Center and Janet Nordtbrs
Free and Open to Public
Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union
3:00 pm to 4:30 pm
Sponsored by:
Student Services, Employee Assistance Program, Counseling Center, Career Center and the General Alumni Assiociation
National Condom Week
February 13-17
Are YOU playing the
numbers game?
Lower the risk of HW/AIDS and other STD's by using a condom
and reducinglhe...numher of sexual partners
THIS MESSAGE BROUGHT
Thelittionar"Condnw,,,,Aym.Lcom m Mee&thletes for Sexual ResponillA,
\ Eastern Maine AIDS Network
CHF 351: Human Sexuality ,
Women's Health Services
1, Peer Educator Program
Greek Peer Educators
\ Health Impact Group. ."
Maine Precaution/7
N Campus LiviF/
SHAR T.E-'
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Comedy from page 6
was a judge," she told the crowd. "What that
meant was, every time we did something
wrong, we'd have to wait three years to find
out our punishment."
On her siblings: "My sister is a Jehovah's
Witness. Do you know what it's like to have
one already in the house? My brother was in
jail and became a born-again Christian. You
ever notice how many people in jail are born-
again Christians? On holidays I like to take
them to the airport and watch them terrorize
other people."
On losing weight: "I have an idea for the
ultimate weight loss program. Videotape
Richard Simmons and Susan Powter having
sex. After you see that, you'll never want to
eat again."
On religion: "If you've never taken
Communion. ..just tear a piece out of a book
and suck on that for awhile."
She declared to the audience her belief
that there are too many recovery programs
out there. "You have Alcoholics Anony-
mous, Drug Users Anonymous, Gamblers
Anonymous.. .1 think we should have just
one recovery program and call it Totally
Fucked Anonymous."
She had this to say about the practice of
body-piercing: "What kind of week would
you have to have to make that seem like a
good idea?" I hope I never know the answer
to that question.
Barr ended the evening by showing the
audience the tattoos on her wrist and over
her heart and telling them about a way for
women to use their birth control to make
money.
While it was a good show, it was un-
doubtedly a bit confusing to some people.
Anyone paying any attention to the events
calendar would have know that Barr wasn't
even supposed to be performing here until
the 25th of this month. The headliner was
supposed to be someone named Jonathan
Groff.
Was this a last-minute schedule change?
A screw-up on the calendar? Who knows?
Who cares? I means, heck, it only cost a
dollar to get in, anyway. Maybe we'll all get
the chance to see Groff perform in two
weeks. Until then, I don't think anyone is
going to be overly concerned.
Music from page 6
rapper said, "Let's keep it on a positive
note."
The closest the show came to controver-
sy was a performance by the artist formerly
known as Prince, gyrating with a scantily
clad dancer. The show avoided trouble by
jumping to long-distance camera shots at
key moments.
The three-hour show closed with a trib-
ute to "We Are the World," the anthem that
raised money to fight hunger in Africa. It
was recorded by 45 stars after the American
Music Awards show on Jan. 28, 1985.
Mondays — 6:30pm
Tuesdays — 3:15 & 6:30pm
Top Ten Reasons to Vote For
MacIsaac/ Bates
on Tuesday
From The Home Box Office in Sioux City, Iowa
10. They know where you live!
9. They won't shower unless
you vote for then-11111111 
8. Two words "Sex Appeals"!
7. One of them is from Venus!
6. Pizza and Beer!
5. They're holding bananas
hostage!
4. Free Condoms!
3. Co-Ed Naked Taboganning!
2. They know how to spell
"Parliamentarian."
1. Because they are dedicated
and experienced leaders.
Paid for by The Committee to elect MacIsaac/Bates
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Editorial
• Column
Sueing for the answer
By M. Jon Rinaldi
"Let's kill all the lawyers."
William Shakespeare
Or something to that effect, anyway. I'm not exactly sure of the
exact statistics, but there is something like one lawyer for every 200
people in America. In Japan, I believe the number is closer to about
one lawyer for every 2,000 people, which seems to me to be a little
more reasonable. The Japanese tend to have a lot less litigious society, and thus have
more time to spend on constructive efforts.
In this country people sue at the drop of a hat for the most insane reasons, as we sit and
wonder why our courts are backed up for months upon months. One girl sues her prom
date for backing out at the last minute. One guy rips off the city government, where he
was employed, for an estimated $400,000, pays $200,000 back, and then has the gall to
sue the city for 50-odd days of unused vacation pay. And, it looks as if the city is going to
have to pay him the money. What is going on here?
Well, part, but not all, of the blame lies with the lawyers. They are now the people
who, for the most part, run our country. A high percentage of senators and representa-
tives, with the obvious exception on Sonny Bono, are lawyers. They make the laws that
govern us regular folk. They've told us that the law is too complicated for us to
understand and made them that way. They make us feel as if we need to put our trust in
them to comprehend this legal quagmire they have invented and to do what is in our best
interest. Yeah, right.
Now, the laws are made by the people for whom it is most advantageous to make
things as complex and nebulous as possible. That way your average Joe or Jill feels that
he or she is not capable of handling some sort of public service. The fact that they make
the laws also gives them the opportunity to make the law to most favor lawyers, as
opposed to any other group. It's a vicious cycle. They tell us things are too complicated
for us. So, we vote for them to take care of things. Then, they turn Sound and make
things even more complicated.
When Congress started out it was just farmers, business owners, butchers, black-
smiths and assorted other men who felt they had a duty to help govern the country.
(Unfortunately, women didn't have much say in the way our country is run and things are
only getting better for them by degrees.) This is the way it should be (except there should
be more female involvement). There should be more people like Sonny Bono in
Congress, then maybe something would get done.
All the blame, however, doesn't rest on the attorneys' shoulders. We, as a society,
look to everyone else to solve our problems. Just as there would be no crap on TV if
somebody wasn't watching it, there would be no lawyers if someone didn't require their
services. We have to start attempting to solve our problems on our own. Every time we
have a problem, we need to try in earnest to solve it ourselves, before we ask for the
intervention of a third party. It seems almost, in knee-jerk reaction, we ask someone else
to do what we used to do on our own.
We take no responsibility for our own actions. Everything is always somebody else's
fault. We have invented a million new psychological disorders so that we don't take the
blame for what we do. "I didn't mean to kill her. I was abused as a child. It's not my fault"
That's crap. It's time that we start taking responsibility for what we do, and quit relying on
lawyers to bail us out of trouble or sue someone because we've got a problem with them.
Deep down, in our heart of hearts, most of us know what's wrong and what's right. We
need to start believing in ourselves to come up with the solutions to our problems, and quit
relying on lawmakers and lawyers, because their methods have not been effective. If we
can't determine good and evil on our own, our country is in dire straits, indeed.
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On the record...
"His national and international perspective will be particularly
beneficial to our quest for worldwide leadership in disability and
special risk markets."
-James F. Orr III, chairman of UNUM Corp., on the naming offormer Sen. George J Mitchell to the
company's board of directors.
...pro-life and pro-family voters, a third of the electorate, will not
support a party that retreats from its noble and historic defense of
traditional values and which has a national ticket or a platform that
does not share Ronald Reagan's belief in the sanctity of innocent
human life."
-Ralph Reed, executive director of the Christian Coalition, Friday, explaining why 1996's Republican
presidential candidates should oppose abortion.
"The irony of the debate is my life's work has been dedicated to
making sure that young people don't have to face the choice of
abortions."
- US. Surgeon General candidate Dr. Henry Foster, Friday, addressing medical students.
"I'm not going to allow the lynching of Fran Lawrence."
-Mary Davidson, dean of Rutgers University School of Social Work, voicing support the school's
controversial president, who blamed African Americans low test scores on heredity.
"They're not going to be happy, but our job wasn't to make travel
agents happy."
-Vincent Caminiti, Delta Airlines vice president for sales, on the announcement that two more airlines
will cap commissions for travel agents ticket sales.
"You horny young kids,"
-Belfast Mayor Page Worth, at a Belfast City Council meeting, while looking at the two counselors who
voted against a recent measure banning strip shows, as reported in the Feb. 9 edition of The Republican
Journal.
Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas
among members of the university community. To ensure equal access, letters to the
editor should be no longer than 250 words. Letters may be sent to:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A Lord Hall
Orono, ME 04469
The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, taste and libel.
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Letters
• Watch your labels
To the Editor
lam writing to protest Rob Turkington' s column on "Eating-out Blues," dated Feb. 2 1995.
If Mr. Turkington had substituted the word "black" for "senile" tourists, the university
would have been outraged. Yet you have allowed Mr. Turkington to demean and debase
senior citizens. I find his writing despicable, and if he is going into advertising, someone
should tell him he needs an attitude adjustment, plus some plain ordinary courtesy.
And yes, I am a senior citizen, a full-time college student, and was on the Dean's List
last semester.
Marion R. Russell
Orono, Maine
• Take a letter
To the Editor
This letter is one of complaint. In my first three years here at UMaine, I have seen some
good work by the student journalists who make up the staff of The Maine Campus.
Unfortunately, during my fourth year, I have seen a virus infecting the reputation of this
paper. His name is Frank J. Gallagher.
In the past, I have come to accept many of the spelling errors, articles that stop short,
etc. However, this year I have seen it happen a lot more than once in a while. I can see a
mistake every-so-often plaguing a paper, after all, every paper has a few. What I can't see
is running a headline about a big win for the women's basketball team, and running the
same wrong article; twice! This happened earlier this year. As recently as last week, the
wrong article ran under a particular headline. The editorial staff, led by Mr. Gallagher, has
been on for too long, and it's a bit much for him to not detect the mistakes being made
much too often, and much too obvious to notice.
Even worse was his decision to run an article about a certain trial three years ago. Let me
ask Mr. Gallagher a question. Which is more important: the public's right to know everyone's
name and all the embarrassing details of his or her life, or the Fourth Amendment rights which
were being denied. People's names should never be used in a case like this. It's not an issue of
censorship or freedom of the press, it's just an issue of good journalism.
The Bill of Rights was added to the Constitution to ensure that people's rights would be
protected. The ideal was that as long as the rights of others aren't denied, then one can
exercise free expression. Frank J. Gallagher, you have denied someone's right to privacy
(Fourth Amendment,) while thinking you were trying to keep your First Amendment
rights from being denied. This is a disgrace.
Mr. Gallagher, in practicing what you call "journalism," you've set one of the worst
examples for the staff you head. I don't blame them a bit for all the problems. I blame you.
Not only is your sensationalistic "journalism" an embarrassment to The Maine Campus,
it's an embarrassment to the University of Maine community, and to the local businesses
who pay hard-earned money for advertisements to run each issue.
Your type of 'journalism" may be acceptable for the National Enquirer, but not for a
student newspaper. I can only speak for myself, but I believe the best way for you to avoid
future embarrassment would be to hand in your resignation now. Otherwise, I dread to see
what my communication fee helps to pay for each semester.
John Deetjen
Somerset Hall
Ed. Note- the trial to which Mr. Deetjen refers took place Dec. 12-14, 1994.
If you spot an inaccuracy in The Maine Campus, please contact
the editor at 581-1271. Corrections will be published on the
editorial page.
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• Guest column
The writing on the walls
By Virginia J. McIntosh
One could surmise, after viewing the obvious deterioration of various
classrooms, that the faculty and students of UMaine are not truly valued.
After all, a positive and clean educational environment are two basic condi-
tions in the harboring of quality education. Both faculty and students surely
deserve a safe and clean atmosphere in which the exchange of knowledge
may be proficiently presented, facilitated, and fostered.
It is distracting for a professor to teach his or her subject while paint from
the wall is peeling onto the floor as he or she speaks. Likewise, it is also
distracting for a student to focus on what a teacher is saying while the ceiling
is literally crumbling onto students' heads, desks, or onto the floor. Some
people may conclude that teachers and students should possess the ability to
focus on a subject under these deteriorating circumstances, but I, for one, am
not so inclined to ignore depreciating surroundings so readily.
For instance, in two of my recent classrooms the paint on the ceilings and
walls was peeling off onto the floor, desks and students. I found it very
difficult to focus on what the professor was saying when the classroom walls
and ceilings were literally crumbling around me.
The deteriorating conditions of the walls and ceilings of this university
speak volumes for the administration's attitude regarding both faculty and
students. The failure of a positive and clean educational environment is not
the only indication of an administration who seems to neglect the value of its
professors and students. The administration's indifference to teachers, who
embrace and uphold one of the most significant and influential professions in
the world, is undeniable reflected in the form of expired contracts.
It is illuminating to realize that the president of this university receives
more money a year ($123,000) than the governor of this great state ($70,000.)
In fact, at least the top ten salaries of administrators here at UMaine are well
above the governor's salary. Which administrator (the president of UMaine
or the governor) do you think should make the most money?
Public administrators are not only policy and decision makers, they are
also symbols of the organization they represent or manage. With this in
mind, I believe the administration at UMaine, (in this time of downsizing),
could offer a symbolic gesture of support to the faculty by voluntarily
downsizing their own paychecks (equivalent to the governor) and redistrib-
uting the funds into faculty contracts. This would be an encouraging sign
from the administration that they do indeed value the people who encompass
the talent, the drive, and the intelligence to skillfully and effectively educate
the minds of human beings.
Another gesture of support that the administration might reasonably con-
sider is delaying the ITV network, which is an approved multi-million dollar
project (in a time of downsizing, no doubt). If there's money for this, there's
surely money for teachers.
After all, one could surmise that the primary reason the ITV network at
UMaine has so rapidly evolved is that it's the administrations' quick-fix
solution to the deterioration problem. This way, if the ITV camera is posi-
tioned just so, students will not have to be exposed to a negative and unclean
educational environment. Only the faculty will.
Virginia J. McIntosh is a first-year UMaine student.
•Commentary
This Tuesday, University of Maine students will be asked to elect new leader-
ship, to choose a new vision to carry them into through 1995. But is there really
much of a choice? It appears not.
On the one hand, the left it would seem, there's the alterno-ticket. No suits and
ties here, no sir. Wouldn't be caught dead in one. They promise to be accessible,
and to reach out to all members of the UMaine community.
On the other hand, the right, there's the clean-cut ticket. These guys haven't put
forth much to differentiate themselves. It seems that all they have to offer is a bit
more name recognition than the other two tickets.
The funniest aspect is the ticket that attempts to strike a balance by appealing to
both the the competing social castes. One clean-cut guy, one alterno-guy. Why, we
can have our cake and eat it too!
The truth is, it really doesn't make a bit of difference who the Student Govern-
ment president is, and it really doesn't matter who we elect. It's all just hot air, and
for that lucky winning ticket, something to put on the resume. (F. J. Gallagher)
The Maine Campus is currently accepting
applications for the position of Opinion Editor.
Please drop off resumes and clips to The Maine
Campus located on the first floor of Lord Hall.
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EFW - Grow old with me - I love you! - DLS
To Joshua - You are my best friend and I love you,
Happy Valentines Day! Love, Karen
To my hunny with the bunnies - Will you be my
Valentine? Love, Gilligan
Melanie: Thumpidy - thump, praise Jesus we're
married!!
Mr. Salty - WOW 2 years! am ;oolong forward to
our magnificent March weekend! I love you, more!
Infinitely yours, Sweetness
Hinesy - Spooky says he loves you—no.
wait....fooee on you! Love, S.tree
Pat - You're my original gangster, won't you be my
Valentine, too? I love you, Patrick - Helene
Chris L.J.; To my one and only Valentine, I can see
the future in your eyes..I love you! - Carol Ann
Mel - We've had a few too many laughs - Ft.
Lauderdale here we come! Love, Tingley
Vinnie - still the Italian Stallion. - Tingley
R - Cheers to a moonlit stroll on the warm sands of
Ft. Lauderdale. Love, Ting
Alisa - Have an outstanding Valentines Day -
Gutboy the Biggrape
Sue, Amy & Jeannie, Keep on groovirr! Remember
disco lives and Happy Valentine's Day Love, Katy
Julie & Kelly - ...and so begins the corruption of the
innocents! Here's to message boards, dents in my
table, hot water, and keeping me smiling! Thanks for
all you've done for me lately! I love you guys! Krister
Cassy B. - Happy Valentine's Day Mom! Thanks for
everything - I love you! - Kristen
_Chris - I wished upon a star and you came true. I
love you! Always, Sara •
I love you mellow cup - From Bubba Loo
Kitty - I know we've had our differences, but can't we
please just "bbbrrrrr0000000wwwwwwwwnnnnnnn"
and make up? All my love and kisses - Stubby
To Joshua, You are my best friend and I love you,
Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Karen
To Animal - Happy 3rd V-Day! You are much more
than a boyfriend, you are my best friend & rock &
future. Luv, Ewok
Greg - How many times a day did you say was
normal?
V - Let's dance the night away at Geddy's this
Thursday. -G.
Paul, Happ,y Valentine's Day to the man of my
dreams. Just 3 more months and we'll never have
to tie apart again. Thanks for the bunny. I love
you--Christine
Cahill, Lee, & Ryan - Happy V Day! Love, The chicks
upstairs p.s. - red flowers are our favorite.
Val - You light up my life - Love, Pedro
Mark - Have a great day! Love, Jen
Steph - You're the best kid ever! I love you! -Mom
New Pi Phi Pledges we love you. Love, The Sisters
of Pi Phi
To RJB: Roses are red, violets are blue, my favorite
color is blonde, and so are you. Happy Valentine's Day
Cutie! I love you! - MM
Mike -Happy Valentine's Day. I can't wait for
Daytona! Never forget how much I love you! Love
always, Libby
Michael, Even though we are not together, I love
you, I miss you, and I only wish you the best! Happy
Valentine's Day! As always, Love, Me
The Bradley House Bunch: A bunch of "Cin"full kids
who have the "Will"power to survive life's bumps
and "Bruehs"es. I've just gotta love ya! Tiggy, Baby,
Chico, Love, Nicquoi
Happy Valentine's Day, Bob, Susie, Gilly, Ellen and
Courtney! Love, Amelia Badelia! xoxo
Hey Pancake - The past two years have been great.
Hope there are many more. I love you! Gooney Bird
Marilyn, Edward, Buckley, Sandra, & Vicki - IUU
didn't think I forgot you guys, did you!!?!? Have a
Happy Valentine's Day - I miss you!!! Love, Heather
Happy Valentine's Day Leigh, Kristy, and Catherine!
I love you guys! Love, Emily
Sarah, I have loved hanging out with you this past
month. Let's do something this weekend. Love,
Dan
Stairdiver (again, you KNOW who you are) - I am so
happy to see that your injuries have healed. My
apologies for advertising your accident to the
whole world! Thanks for the b-day dinner on 2/3!
Guess who
Shannon - I've watched you in the den every
Monday, and dream about you at night. I hope
there is a chance for us. Love always, your secret
admirer
Yo Mookie, Will you blow out the candle for me? Love,
Sparkle
Shane, Happy Valentine's Day! I love you much, I
hope to see you tonight. Don't forget to smile and
remember all the good times we have had so far!
Robin
To My Bryan, I love you very much! I know it's nice
to hear it sometimes! Happy Valentine's Day! Love,
T.
Kent - Happy Valentine's Day! Love always, April.
CJH - Happy V-.1entine's Day to my or ac)d omy
roomie!!! Love, Madonna
Hey Bri - We need to hang out again soon, you still
owe me a movie!! Hope you had fun Saturday
night. You're the best!! From, A little blonde Pi Phi
To the two best looking guys ati Park Place -
Let's hang out ad study for our Human Sex Test.
Now The Ball's in YOUR Court! Partners in crime,
B.B. & T.C.
Jennifer - I really miss chewing on your nose. Give
my regards to Bunny Foo Foo, and please come see
me soon. Love, (the former) Snodgrass
I love you Chico! - Diana
Happy V-Day Sally Baldy, Your Secret Admirer Joe
Beta
Bob - Maybe I will be a plus ten on the scale today. Take
your chances and see. I think you know who this is.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility - Thanks for
being smart about sex! Happy Valentine's Day!
To the great teaching assistants in Human
Sexuality - Heidi & Kevin, Mike & Mindy, Aly & Greg
- Have a terrific Valentine's Day! - Dr. Caron
Dear Janice & Liz: Thank you for all your work!
Happy Valentine's Day! - The Women in Room 12
Happy Valentine's Day Sweet Pea! Much love, Erin
Tanya - You make my heart speed. I yearn for you
and will not rest until you are mine. Every night I
dream of you - No one else compares. Love, Keanu
Dana - I've been searching the world for you. Lets
dance together under the Eifel Tower. Lets swill
champagne on the Cote d'azure. Let me buy you
many rhinestones. Love, David Spade
Stubby - You don't bring me meow mix, you don't
sing me love songs, you hardly say
"bbbrrr000wwwnnn" to me anymore, when I come
through the door at the end of the day Kitty
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Happy Valentine's Day Amanda, Hope you
enjoyed dinner Sunday. I had a great time.
Hope we can get together again sometime.
Waiting for your response, Josh
M.A.H. - Who loves ya babe? I do. Happy
Valentine's Day! Love Always, K.J.P.
o the girls over at #16 Park Place apts., Have a
great Vale^tine's Day! Love, Your roommate Chris
Steve - Valentine's Day is supposed to be spent
with someone you love and even though distance
separates us, I want you to know that I love you
and miss you!
I love you all, Peer Ed. & SHARE. People. -
Heather K.
To my biggest fantasy Kelly E. - I watch you at
parties and I love how you chew on your cup. Keep
on chewing baby! Happy V. Day! Be mine??
Sandy, Thanks for all your help! I love working with
you -Heidi
K.J. - Friends? Very close friends. Wednesdays!! Oh
my God! Wednesdays looking forward to fun night.
I love your tree trunk. In response to your
confession, I love you! Pamoliver
Baby D - I hope small yet supple has a great V-Day
Love, Peepsicord
Randy, I hope you and the rats have a
faaaaaaaabulous Valentine's Day Love, H.
Megan, Leslie, Samantha, & Andrea - You guys are
the greatest roommates ever! Love, Cindy, the
roommate who lets you study all the time!
'ley Grinch! Thanks for the memories! We've had a
ot of fun together. Let's play poker! Happy
Valentine's Day!! Oh, and hi Slim, Jenn, Ray, Heather,
E3ruce. Love, Fat Baby
Gard, I love you so much. Our friendship has blossomed
into a wonderful relationship. I'm looking forward to
many more fond memories. Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Justin
Little Mikey Christopher - I love you, I miss you,
now would you hurry up and graduate??? Love,
Your Valentine
Happy V-Day to: Ron, Kim, Melani, Adam, Courtney,
Amy, Lydia, Jaime, Nikki, Harry, Jennifer, Carrel,
Douglass, Marky, Megan, Prof. Girodet, Dan, My
friends, co-workers, and family. Love, Karen
N.M. - Bottles of Black Marlin, Beautiful Hands, Deep
Green Soul, Tyler Connections, Music Maker, Moonlit
Walk-a-thons, Perfect fit. Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, M.
Kirk - You're kind, karing, kourageous, and krazy -
don't ever change. Love ya - Me
Sam - sitting in class I can't get you outta my head,
can't wait to get you home and into our bed.
Happy Valentine's Day! Cut this out for a trip to
Olive Garden.
Tim P. - You are the cutest guy at Washburn. I look
forward to next weekend so I can pass out on your
lap once again. Be my Valentine. Love, Pooh
Happy Valentine's Day Fat Baby! Love, Grinch
Dear Colin - I want to express my love for you in a
special way, but all they would let me do in public
is say Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Jess
Denise - I want to be with you forever. I'm so glad
that we are getting married. I would do anything
for you and anything with you. I love you. - Clinton
To Mad Dog - The first year was wonderful, may we
share many more! Love, Roman Man
Paula - You're bold, brave, and beautiful! I will
always love you!!! -Me
K.E.D. - Hey Jelly-Bean, I been thinkin' about you.
We've been thru some stuff but hopefully the
glorious toaster is in sight. Smiles and everthing
else. J.D.
Happy Valentine's Day to the three sexiest men in Hart
— Bryan, Jake, and Tom Love, Jen
You Know Who - "if the sun refused to shine, I
would still be lovin' you. If the mountains crumbled
to the sea, there would still be you and me." Love,
Me
Bucket, Happy Valentine's Day! I love you! I'll meet
you in the tent, later tonight. Love, Baby Bucket
Jeff B. - I love you! You are great! I hope you know
how proud I am of you, graduating in the Marines.
Love always and forever, Becky Happy Valentine's
Day!
Tara P. - You're a great friend. Hope you know I'm
here whether it's "time" or not! Love, the old lady
Lane - Happy B-Day. I hope next year holds better luck
in terms of the Bermuda Triangle!
42 EASY ST. - HAPPY V-DAY!
Happy Valentine's Day Steven. You are a very special
person and I love you very much. I hope we have
many more Valentine's Days together. Love you
always, Stacy
Happy Valentine's Day to our favorite guy VAUGHN!
We love you very, very much! Lots of love, hugs,
purrs, and kisses, Andrea and Cloe xoxo
,gga Mugga Knuckle Butt! Happy Valentine's
Day and almost six months from me and Pooh
and Tigger too! I love you! From your favorite
klutz and cuddle bucket - Angerie
Muller, Thank you for the greatest three years of
my life. I love you now and forever. Here's to
another wonderful Valentine's Day. I love you.
Yours, Ann
Jer, These past three months have been some of
the best times of my life. I love you today,
tomorrow, and forever. Take care. I will never
forget you. Ceejae
S.C.A. & P.B.M. - How about a bowl of tomato soup &
a grilled cheese on the C.O.S.? The Overall Bandits
(doing what we gotta do)
JD - The rivers cold, you better "run like and
antelope out of control." -CRG
To Shonuff, the Govenor, Jack - you are so jazz,
severe, you have got good ttt...beat good luck at
NAC you are too much of a man! Your pals EA!
KM - Happy V-Day sunshine - Love, ST
Dear Ser Pul, I thik it's time for simultaneous
11,11beeners, what do you think? Love the one and
Warbler
Puppy - You gave me love. My life changed w
you came into it. All the time we've been apa
grow to love you more. Thank you Buddie, Love,
John
AAP - ILY! YRSC. LHSMO. IMY. - Seanathan
The Roommates - Have a bogie Valentines Day. Talk
to you tonight! Get the hat back! Love, Sock
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Lil - Thank you for our first year together. I'll always
love you - Kris
-Star- Happy Valentine's Day to my Gummi Beai.
Kicking-Bird, Since Spikes-Which-Squish, you've
been in my heart, my soul, and my life. Nobody fills
me like you do. I love you more each day. Love,
TATONKA
To the Boys of 15 Fernald Street - Have a Happy
Valentine's Day! - Karen
Buckethead - Have a Happy Valentine's Day, I love
you with all my heart. -K.
Park Place 227 - May you girls have a wonderful
time tonight at the line dancing class. Have a
Happy Valentine's Day. Love ya, K.B.
Q: Why is tennis like life?
A: "Love" means nothing.
- 
Christopher Goldrup
1-,A6 - Roses are red, violets are blue, no one has
ever met MY needs quite like you! - DMG
Happy Valentine's Day Tom!!! Love you always, Ellie
Brandon - Thank you for making me so happy these
last few weeks. Sometimes fast IS good. Love,
Marija
To the 1st floor crew in Gannett - Are you blown
yet? - CV
Lan Man, I'll be your hot wet, hour heat tab, and your
stove. Just light my fire and I'll burn all night long. Uga
Buga. Your Chick Pea
io heidi Arsenauit - Our awesome L. - Happy
n?vi •.,ni frl ir the middle
To my beloved English Teddy - Happy Valentine's
Day Baby -Love, your beloved Shortness
Dearest Adam, Remember DeSoda's, Eric Clapton,
Mystery Science Theatre 2000, Karoake, falling
sheets, phone sex, highway driving, and one year
ago today? Thanks for making every day Valentine's
Day! Love, Giggles
Brett M. - Thanks for last night - Love, you know
who
To the Gang: Happy Valentine's Day! Love you guys.
417
To the most gorgeous guy in Penobscot Hall: Ipoila
hope that we will spend the rest of our lives
l appy Valentine's Day! I love you! Tradevitt - seeing you brightens up my day.e, charm, and enthusiasm. Come tos tonight and I'll brighten up your night.
Marci, You have been great to me, and I hope it
continues. Love ya - Bry
Lintball and Lamont: Hoppy Valentine's Day to the
best two roommates around! Love, Aunty M.
Enrico you are the pants man! You are the best
friend I've ever had and I love you because of that.
See you in the Breakfast nook! Love, Spiderwoman
Juiia and Scott my special trienas; Though we may
be far apart you stay close to my heart. Happy
Valentine's Day. Love, Jamie
Hey Bee-Bee, I want to thank you for loving me like
you do. You've helped me through so much. I will
always love you for that! Love, your ghetto girl.
Binky will you be my Valentine? - Evil Eddie
To all my friends without a special
Valentine's love, hope your Valentine's Day is
still a happy one! Love, Terri
James - Happy Val4Le's Day. Erica
Mike, Happy Valentine's Day! I love you very much.
Good luck in whatever you decide to do. I care
about you so much and just want you to be happy.
To Ryan, Shannon, and Jimmy. I love you very
much! Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Judith (Mom)
Happy Valentine's Day Lou, your best friend who
wants you to know he's thinking about you.
8/10 I miss you and I love you. Happy 15 month
anniversary and Happy Valentine's Day.
12/5
Shane - "My love is an anchor tied to you - tied
with a silver chain" - 0 for 3 on Valentine's Day!
Maybe next year. I still love you lots! Bethany
Hey Brandi B. - Thanks for always being there!
Don't worry I can still see the light and I'll stay close
to home!! Love ya!!
Your partner in crime, T.C.
Happy Valentine's Day to my world traveler. Hope
to have many more years with you. I'm glad you're
back Love always, Josh
Dear Becky, Happy Valentine's Day. Lets do something
really sexy and wild to celebrate! Love always &
forever, Jeff
To my favorite Delta Tau Delta Brother, Roses are
red, violets are blue, no hearts, no candies, I just
want you! - Your hot little #42
Have a great Valentine's Day Sweetie. I love you
always. Miss you. PB and Harry
Happy valentines day DK- Love, Jaime
To Kristen B. - Orgasm Queen of Canada
To members of the Projects, The Complex, The
Simplex, Naked Man's Neighbor, and 42 York V.,
Happy Horned Lizard Day! Love, Penny
Mike Adametes - I've watched you all year long, I can't
keep my eyes off you. You really make me crazy! I
want you?
To #9 Park Place - Fib, Mac, Ed, and coach mits.
You're all fat slobs! Happy Valentine's Day From Dog
To: Bear, Kris, Jules, Andie, H-Man, Adametes, Mac,
wan
Can I
Brian, & Howie - I love you guys! - Boot
ever going to get what we REALLY
t give up until we reach that point.
ur BELLY tonight? I love you. JAB
To Dave nut. Thank you for being who you are - a
special, lo g, caring person who always makes me
feel great whenever we talk. Happy Valentine's Day!
Hugs - Julie
R - Happy Valentine's Day! Save that dance for me - it'll
happen. Wait for me. P.S. Say Happy Valentine's Day to
TJ. -K
To my sweet Prince - Don't fret! I will say yes to
the big question whenever you ask me. I love
you too much to ever deny you.
Love, Your Princess
Happy Valentine's Day Ron! You are the guy of my
dreams! I love you so much. I appreciate you so
much. I'm also proud of all your accomplishments.
Luv, Karen
To Adam P. and Kevin W. - Thanks for the slumber.
When do we become sisters anyway? Love, Sara L. &
Heather H.
To my fall pledge class - I am so proud of all of you and
wish you the best in all you do. Love, Mindy xoxo
To Fiat: Kevin I love you with all my heart and I
can't wait until we are together permanently. I love
you! Jo your funny lady. Happy Valentine s Day
Sarah, Sarah, Mary, & Melanie, Its been a great
year! Get the hat back! Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Tracy
To Alyssa, our precious little Valentine. We love you
dearly and hope you have a happy 1st birthday.
Hugs & Kisses. Love always, Mom & Dad
Jess Y. - I love you. Happy Valentine's Day - Joe
DJ, Everyone says that nobody is perfect. - I guess
they haven't met you. Love, Kris P.S. SLY, The Pigs
are greasy, & I love you very, very much.
Dear W. - I miss you and love you and think of you
every day. Hope everything is going okay for you. I
love you. Heath
Brad: Jen and I are ready for you to come pet both
our dogs. By the way we do dry cleaning too!
Andy, Happy one year together! Love, Me
Bean, you're the best! Can't wait 'til spring break.
Take care in that summer paradise. Happy
Valentine's Day! Love Cons, see you soon!
To the Squirrell and #60 - This semester is going
great, see you both next semester in our mother-
grabbin' bed. Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Missy
and Jamie
Hey hun! Your Peaches misses you. Three months
more!
Sara - I love you. Thanks for sticking with me.
Happy Valentines Day. Love, Chris
I
'
Happy Valentine's Day Weenus! You man the world
,to me. I've been missing you lately, you've been so
busy. Can't wait till the final four! I love you! From
Beanpole
Dana Ventura - Roses are red, violets are blue,
Bubba Marsh will be yours and John Thomas mine
too! Happy V-Day. Bahamas Becky, Jen, Michelle,
Dana, 19 days. Love, Lori T.
To The Viper:! love you! (This is in code. Please
decode and destroy). From the Ferret
To Cyle Gray - Hope you have a nice Valentine's
Day! I'll see you in the library some day, or maybe
the Oronoka again some night!
Mike, I hope you have a very Happy Valentine's
Day! I love you! - Wendi
Kris, Can I give you a foui massage? Happy V-Day
with love - Vincent Vega
To Sandy and all the TA's in CHF 351 - Happy
Valentine's Day!! Love, Hirschy
ST., How is the southland? I'll be joining you
soon., save me a seat. I adore you, miss you, and
love you. -Krissy
AOTE girls, hope you have a strong, long, hard, and
satisfying Valentine's Day! Love, your sister Amy W.
Pee-Wee Jones - I love you. P.S. - Animal is hungry!
Lies - I promise I'll try not to go in the garbage
anymore. Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Boop
C- In the past 2 months I've never been happier
and I'm not going anywhere either. Happy
Valentine's Day! —T
I,
Belle - Thank you for all of the special moments
and all of the time we have spent together over
these past two semesters. Love you dearly! P.S. - I
vouldn't club seals.
Sweetpea, Let's meet tonight in 302 and warm up
a cold winter night together. It's almost been 21/2
years and I love you more each day. - UR
Joshua - Thank you for always being there! I will
love you always! Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Anne
Sabe - Thanks for always being there for me, I love
you. Love, Kemo
Jessica - My little angel who has made my life
complete. You are the one person who never fails
to keep happy! I love you, Happy Valentine's Day!
it's a full moon out, let's get Horny, Pooky Bear.
Azil - Meow — Love, the Kids
EC — Happy 1st Valentine's Day Sexy (with many
more to come)! My heart beats only for you. Yours
always xoxo, Kim
Consuela - Happy Valentine my Latin Queen Okie
Dokie Doggie Daddy. Love John Thomas
Brad K., A word of advice for the next time: Change
the sheets or do not tell anyone. Happy V-Day.
Brian Wesley Hood, Thank you for being such a
warm snuggly, wuggly, fuzzy, wuzzy, lovey, hugger
these cold winter days. Happy Valentine's Day
Baby, You got me!
Bailey, your a nug. Love FA
To my Primo Roommates, You are the bogiest!
Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Mary
PHOEBE — I luv you a. hole
AMANDA — Hypothetically....Josh
STACEY ROY - Happy V-Day Love ???
3 NORTH OXFORD is a bunch of Hunks -?
,Ay Darling Jonathan, Thanks for Deing such a
caring and understanding Sweetie. You mean
everything to me and I love you with all my, heart.
Your ' 'Honey
Jeff Fishman I saw you kissing missing tooth - I beg
of you to give ME a chance - ohh the things I could
do to you. Signed Sexual Chocolate
To My Squirt (itchy) Words from the doctor: Happy
Valentine's Day! In 5 months I realized how special
you are! I'm so happy I took an elevator. I love you!
Forever & ever and 17 more evers, "Pinkie Swear'
Doogie
Paul Happy Valentine's Day Babe! Surprise 2 come
later Hint Cookie. Hugs Kisses Love, Your Pumpkin
Dear J.M. Thanx for putting the warmth into my
heart and the happiness behind my smile. Luv, The
-Other J.M.
#77 Let's get naked! Fire Chief's Daughter
I love you! my honeybunches-of-Oats!
Allison - My first and only. I love you, A.H.
Ray Bauer - I'm curious Have you been using the
mistletoemm
Howie E, I've missed u! BFS Forever Bob
To The Sexy Beach Patrol Stallion — It's been 5
months since the elevator. Have a wonderful
Valentine's Day. I love you. Squirt
Gregorie — The second time around has been the
best! I hope it was worth the wait! I love you now
and forever! From the women with a couple of nice
attributes.
Schlong— Schlong-Schlong-Schlong!!!!
Paulie--I just had to say one more time...
I Love You!!! —Your Little Peanut
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Entertainment
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THE FUSCO BROTHERS
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by J.C. Duffy
Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Monday, February 13
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Al-
though you have reason to believe that you
have been led down the garden path, the truth
is that you have now reached a major turning
point in your life, and the moment has come
to capitalize on your unique talents and abil-
ities.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): The
accent is now on your professional aims
and long-term financial security. So no
matter how many times you have seen you
dreams turn to ashes, the planets in their
courses urge you to go all out for recogni-
tion.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You ap-
pear determined to force a showdown over a
highly personal or professional matter. But
why waste time arguing the toss over what
has no place in your long-term plans? Just
set your sights higher.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Mars, now
transiting the most sensitive area of your
solar chart, tends to make you imagine that
you have missed the boat. But, in fact, you
must now be precisely where you are to make
the most of current opportunities.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Count
your blessings and remember that each situa-
tion, every feeling or idea has a slightly dif-
ferent hue. Superb planetary aspects signify
that despite emotional or professional diffi-
culties, life is still very much what you make
it.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Acceptance
goes one step further than tolerance; to ac-
cept something as a fact of life is to receive
it willingly. If you try to accept willingly
what others propose, you will gain wisdom
and strength even from recent disappoint-
ments.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Mercu-
ry, your ruler, urges you to share freely,
delegate effectively and live hopefully.
With every shift in your thinking and ap-
proach to personal problems you will ex-
perience a feeling of release, power and
excitement.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Certain in-
dividuals are their own worst enemies, out of
their depth or physically under par. You will
emerge from this particular stormy patch wis-
er, stronger and, in the final analysis, much
better off financially.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Although
you must wait for others to give the go-
ahead, there are still some things you can do
to relieve the tension in one particular rela-
tionship. So make a decisive move and, in so
doing, break the emotional logjam.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
Things are heating up and could well boil
over. But at the end of the day you should be
grateful if current planetary activity finally
brings to a head problems of a work, career
or health nature.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan 19): Will
power, determination and perseverance are
all Capricorn traits, but you frequently
hold on long after you ought to let go.
Only by loosening your grip, however, can
you enjoy the happiness and security you
crave.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): The
best way to cope with current emotional prob-
lems is to give certain individuals a wide
berth. Things at home have become far too
one-sided, so remove yourself from the fray
and give partners time to identify their true
loyalties.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): It is nev-
er too late to change one's ways and let go of
old ideas or hang-ups. Current wrangles in-
volving friends, relatives or travel arrange-
ments can be settled to your advantage - and
they will be.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Tuesday, February 14
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: A
series of spectacular aspects on your anni-
versary give you the ideal opportunity to
branch out and make a name for yourself.
Just remember that the three basic essen-
tials for happiness are someone to love,
something to do and something to hope
for.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): It may
seem unrealistic to postpone social arrange-
ments or delay travel plans until after the
New Moon on the 9th, but what now appears
to be a lucky break could well turn out to be
a snare or delusion.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You
are, by nature, prepared to give others the
benefit of the doubt. Now, however, you
must pay more attention to detail and en-
sure that you are not being hoodwinked
over personal money matters or long-term
investments.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): When your
patience is exhausted, you can display a cold,
clinical attitude at odds with your usual sun-
ny disposition. And if ever there was a time
to put to flight those who have abused your
generosity, this must surely be it.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You seem
to be so on edge that you almost believe it
would be wiser to bring about a break or
separation rather than remain unsettled or
unhappy as is. What happens over the next
few days, however, may well take the matter
out of your hands.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Emotional
dramas and conflicts have undermined your
confidence and left you feeling drained. But
with a bit more initiative you should be able
to channel your energies in the right direc-
tion at work and simply let time heal the
rifts.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): It's up to
you to make the first approach or to break
the ice. If you are willing to go whole hog
and hide nothing, you will experience a rare
feeling of peace, confidence and tranquilli-
ty.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Your repu-
tation for suffering in silence is certainly
being put to the test these days. In fact, cer-
tain individuals are about to see another side
to your nature - and discover just how tough
and uncompromising you can be.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Your
willpower and determination are remarkable,
but sometimes you tend to overdo things with-
out realizing it. So try not to read into situa-
tions more than actually exist.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
You appear to be out of sorts. The main
problem stems from confusion or uncer-
tainty in your private life, and once a loved
one or close associate has been taken to
task, you should be back in the swing of
things.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Sev-
eral challenging planetary aspects are
bound to bring both personal and partner-
ship matters to a head. You will soon real-
ize that you are merely being asked to be
more selective in your choice of close as-
sociates.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): It
takes a lot for you to lose heart or concede
defeat. But both personally and profession-
ally the moment has come to walk away
from intrigue and accept any offer that
would lead to a major alteration in your
lifestyle.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20): Be sure
that you are not being overly optimistic
about one particular long-term project.
Above all, however, continue to allow for
delays or cancellations when on the move
or traveling far afield.
I Midwest Indian
s One of the
Seven Sages of
ancient Greece
9 Sharpener
14 Item of
earthenware
15' am n opener
16 Like elm leaves
17 Made a liar of
19 Arrest
20 Fisherman's
gear
21 Continuing
23 Put in order
24 Running track
material
25 Purposeful
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New York Times Daily Crossword No. 1224
ACROSS 26 Motorcycle hero
27 Kind of card
28 Yields
32 More
saponaceous
37 Pulitzer-winning
poet Gary et al.
38 Auto designer
Maserati
39 Surplus
40 It's near
Piccadilly
Circus
41 Swinehulls
45 Split-up of 1970
48 Flirts
49 Large, sweet
cherry
so Rose
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52 Left
53 Brain clutter
55 1934 Douglas
Freeman
biography
56 Eastern royalty
57 Mel and family
se Goes downhill
59 Chair support
60 Gossip
DOWN
I Covers some
ground
2 Turnoff
3 Northern
Irelander
4 Film director
Jonathan
s Pop music
family of the
50's-70's
6 Coin
7 Close friend, in
slang
8 Lotharios
9 On an even keel
10 Transported in
wheelbarrows
11 Somewhat
angular
typeface
12 Basket material
13 Isn't finalized
ia Sacrifice, e.g.
22 "The Guns of
Navarone" star
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14 15 16
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21 22
24
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27 28 29 30 31
32 33 34 35 36 37
38
42 43 44
39
40 41
45 46 47 48
49 50 51
52 53 54
55 56 57
58 59 60
PL.zietlyJohnStaniey
25 Smooth
29 Queen with a
famous bust
30 Cuts across
31 Frequent fliers
33 Bugged
34 Leaves alone
35 Wild blue
yonder
36 Strutters
41 Claremont,
Calif., college
42 Fielder's cry
43 Stick
44 Master
Schofield of
fiction
as Tusked
animals
46 Throw out
47 Sinatra film
"  in the
Head"
si Break into bits
54 Pharmacist's
compound
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (75C each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultationsty Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Crime
Man shoots woman, kills self
BANGOR (AP) — A woman remained
in serious condition Sunday after being shot
by a man who turned the gun on himself.
Martha McKenna, 51, was listed in seri-
ous condition in Eastern Maine Medical
Center in Bangor with a gunshot wound to
the neck, according to a hospital spokes-
woman.
McKenna had called police Saturday
afternoon from her apartment at 214 Cedar
St., saying she had been shot, said Bangor
police Lt. Brian J. Cox.
When police arrived, they found McK-
enna along with the man, who was pro-
nounced dead at the scene.
Police on Sunday said they believed the
two knew each other. But investigators did
not know what led to McKenna's shooting
and the case remained under investigation.
Cox said it appeared that the man, whose
name was not released Sunday because his
relatives had not been notified, shot McK-
enna as she opened the door to her apart-
ment. He then killed himself.
A shotgun was recovered at the scene,
Cox said.
An autopsy on the man was scheduled
for Sunday, police said.
Say "HELLO" to these NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
students on campus this semester...
N - S - E
Bryan Browe—Christopher Newport College
Mary Beth Coffins—University of Alaska, Fairbanks
Lisa Corum—Murray State University
Kristine Kern—University of Alaska, Fairbanks
Kathryn Leicht—Elniversity of Missouri, St. Louis
Nicole Moore—Sonoma State University
Christina Oshiro—University of Hawaii, Manoa
Jacqueline Otsuka--University of Hawaii, Manoa
Ashley Rath--Western Washington University
Susan Spencer—California State University, Fresno
DarekStaab—Utah State University
Bri4et Surber—University of Georgia
Nicholas Throckmorton—University of Idaho
Undergraduate students-for information contact::
John F. Collins, Jr.
NSE Coordinator
2 1 5 Chadbourne Hall
581-1297
Fall 1995 Placement Deadline is February 28, 1995
Interested in
apartment-style living on
campus for the
fall of 1995?
Attend one of the York
Village information
sessions.
7:30 p.m., Monday, February 13
York Dining Commons.
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, February 15
York Dinning Commons
• Augusta
King appoints agency
leader to new position
AUGUSTA (AP) — Independent Gov.
Angus King's nominees to head two of
Maine's largest state departments, Human
Services and Transportation, on Sunday
appeared headed for certain committee en-
dorsements this week.
Positive committee votes virtually as-
sure final Senate confirmation.
King's choice for commissioner of the
Conservation Department, which oversees
state parks and forests, is also scheduled to
face a legislative committee's review this
week, but his prospects are less clear.
Both John G. Melrose, King's choice to
head Transportation, and Kevin W. Conc-
annon, who would be Human Services boss,
have been well-known around the State
House for years.
Melrose, whose hearing before the Trans-
portation Committee is scheduled for Mon-
day afternoon, has been involved in trans-
portation issues since 1981, when he joined
the Mallar Associates consulting firm.
Two years later, the Vassalboro resident
formed his own company, Maine Tomor-
row, a public policy research firm.
"He's always seemed to be very much
concerned with the issues," Sen. Albert
Stevens, co-chairman of the Transportation
Committee, said Sunday.
"I haven't heard a bit of opposition
anywhere" to Melrose's appointment, add-
ed Stevens, R-Sabattus.
Melrose has also received praise from
the Natural Resources Council of Maine, for
which he has lobbied, and the Maine Better
Transportation Association.
Concannon was a member of Democrat-
ic Gov. Joseph Brennan's Cabinet, serving
as commissioner of Mental Health and Men-
tal Retardation before taking Oregon's top
Human Services post in 1987.
News of Concannon's nomination gen-
erated an unusually positive reaction through
the State House, where he is regarded as a
competent administrator who is able to put
fresh ideas into action.
"The consensus you get is people like
him," said Sen. Joan M. Pendexter, co-
chairwoman of the Human Resources Com-
mittee, adding she expects no opposition
during Wednesday's committee review.
"Of all the commissioners (King nomi-
nated), he's the one we know most about,
who has the most experience," said Pendex-
ter, R-Scarborough.
Concannon said his experience in Ore-
gon prepares him well for returning to Maine.
Meal Deals
All Week - February 13 - 17) 1995
Coe Lounge, 2nd Floor Memorial Union
11:00am - 2:00pm
Mon.-Fri.
Barber Foods Meal Deal #1
Kiev Stuffed Chicken Breast
Hot Vegetable, Mashed Potato
Large Fountain Beverage
$2.75 (save $1.00)
Barber Foods Meal Deal #2
Buffalo Fingers
Large Fountin Beverage $2.50
(save $1.00)
Barber Foods Meal Deal #3
Cordon Chicken Sandwich
Large Fountain Beverage
$2.00 (save $1.00)
University of Maine Campus Living Dining Services
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• Health
Scientists create AIDS vaccine that self destructs on cue
WASHINGTON (AP) — Scientists search-
ing for a safe AIDS vaccine said Tuesday
they have created one with a built-in time
bomb — a gene that will cleanse it from the
body on cue.
Researchers believe the most effective
AIDS vaccine is likely to be a live virus,
which will prime the body to mount a spirited
reaction to HIV. Many, though, worry about
giving healthy people even a weakened form
of the AIDS virus, since it might cause can-
cer, immune suppression or even AIDS.
So now a team from the National Insti-
tute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases has
come up with a novel strategy: a live but
weakened AIDS virus that can be killed off
once it does its job.
A team headed by Dr. Kuan-Teh Jeang
created a form of the AIDS virus that carries
an extra gene taken from the herpes virus.
Because of this gene, cells that become
infected with the virus can be selectively
destroyed with ganciclovir, a widely avail-
able herpes medicine.
"We attempted to improve the safety of
an HIV vaccine using a suicide gene," said
Dr. Stephen M. Smith, who presented the
results at an AIDS meeting sponsored by the
American Society for Microbiology.
Smith said the approach looks promising
in the test tube. But much more testing, includ-
ing extensive use in monkeys, will be neces-
sary before it can be tried on people. He said
human studies are at least three years away.
"It's a terrifically imaginative approach
and one we need to follow closely," com-
mented Dr. William Paul, director of the
U.S. Office of AIDS Research.
While other experts at the conference found
the idea intriguing, some were skeptical.
Dr. Ronald Desrosiers of the New En-
gland Regional Primate Center is one of the
country's leading advocates of a live AIDS
vaccine. He is developing versions that will
Lath from page 5
center, and when I do get in, usually one of
the stairmasters is broken, and when it does
get fixed, another one breaks down. They
need more equipment maybe a treadmill,"
Small said.
Abbot, who has been an avid weightlift-
er since 1957, has ideas about what the
center should have.
"The center basically needs a facelift. It
needs carpeting, a new paint job, new exer-
cise mats, a new sound system, perhaps
some attractive murals on the walls and if
possible, improved ventilation."
Along with these changes, Abbot stated
that new equipment is also necessary.
"We need an increase in aerobic machines,
stairmasters, lifecycles, treadmills and rowing
machines. I want to see the best equipment on
the market in there," Abbot said.
Abbot was critical of the current equip-
ment in the center.
"First, some of the equipment is never
used, and some are just dinosaurs," Abbot
said.
The equipment currently in the center
will be sold off to bidders to make room for
the new equipment.
"That is the only holdup right now, the
bidding process," said Abbot.
With the new center, he hopes it will help
attract students to the campus.
"Students like to know that they will
have a modern area to work out in," said
Abbot." It's one of the perks."
National Rifle Association
Certified Home Safety &
Personal Protection Courses.
Starting February 15 in Lengyel Hall
Call 732-3533 for more information.
The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat
gh light
.1-012.12.1252r
Lunch Buffet
Only $4.95
Up to 50% off Drinks
10% off Drinks for every $10 of food ordered, for up to 50% off
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery. We deliver to Orono, Old Town, Milford and
Bradley. • We honor competitor's coupons.
a
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produce a chronic infection, but not sick-
ness, because one or more of their genes
have been crippled.
Desrosiers said he doubts the suicide gene
will work. HIV is likely to mutate quickly
inside the body and loose the extra gene,
thereby making it unkillable, he contends.
"When the virus has a gene that it doesn't
need, it will just spit it out," Desrosiers said.
Dr. Lawrence Corey of the University of
Washington, a herpes expert, raised the pos-
sibility the vaccine might not work in people
who already have herpes. He worried that
the body might kill off an AIDS virus that
carries a herpes gene before it can trigger an
immune response.
MAIN ST. MOUNTAIN BIKE
27 NO. Main St. Old Town, ME
40% OFF Parts
FINAL MARKDOWN ALL BIKES!
Cash 8c Checks only!
Final Weeks
Everything must Go!!
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 10-5
Sat. 10-2 Closed Sun. ALL SALES FINAL!
February 13-14
UNI 5 E.11TY 01 mrW+F.
Mt En
EDR
tit tee moth; tor
February 19 & 14, 1995
Hosted by
Computing & instructional Technology
rosier Library
Maine Center for the Arts, iilKi$Ort MUSCURI
Computing & Instructional Technology, Fogler Library, & the
Maine Center for the Arts/Hudson Museum are sponsoring a Multimedia Summit
for Education.
Monday Events -4:15 p.m., Corbett Hall
Keynote Address by Dr. Geraldine Gay
Director of Interactive Multimedia Group, Cornell University
UMaine Alumnus, 1972
Tuesday Events- 9 a.m. -5 p.m., Center for the Arts
Multimedia Vendor Showcase
Free Admission
A unique opportunity for hands-on experience with latest systems and
applications in multimedia, featuring demonstrations of latest products
from Apple, Avid, Corel, Data Translation, Fractal Design, Hewlett Packard,
HB Communications, IBM, Macromedia, Microsoft, Prentis Hall, Radius,
Random House, Rowse & Loring, Silicon Graphics, & Specular.
Monday & Tuesday will also feature breakout sessions dealing with concepts,
issues, & applications in multimedia & higher education. Seating limited & a
registration fee is required.
Call 581-2580- for more information.
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Stromgren from page 3
to put a student representative on the
Orono Town Council.
"The students are two-thirds of the
population in Orono, and we are getting
no representation. That is why the noise
ordinance passed," he said.
Stromgren/Hankermeyer want to see
the cessation of unwarranted room search-
2 for This 2uesday!
Valentines Pay, Tuesday, Feb 14th!
Join WK1TFM and Margaritas for an
attempt at a World Record:
The Worlds Largest Group Hug!
4:30pm at the ASA Adams School in Orond!
Party after at Margaritas!
It's also FULL MOON MADNESS
TUESDAY N10-111 Lots of great
prizes, food and drink specials, and 5%
of all sales goes to the U.Maine
Woman's Basketball Team!!
4Pm-7Pm: $1.95 "ORIGINAL" MARGARITAS,
22 oz. DRAFT BEERS, AND WELL DRINKS!
DELicious for APPETIZERS! FABULOUS FOOD
FROM SOUTH OF THE BORDER!
Margaritas Mexican Restaurant
& Watering Hole
15 Mill Street, Orono 8664863
A150 In Augusta. ltwistort PortLand, and Portsmouth Ni-I..
Pow) SPONSOR OF
U. MAINE WOMAN'S BASKETBALL!
Open at
4pm Daily
es on campus, and a greater diversity of
class offerings.
By means of a tuition reimburse-
ment system, the ticket intends to de-
crease apathy and in the process, build
a more cohesive community. By work-
ing closely with the administration, they
hope to develop a system whereby stu-
dents could earn college credit for par-
ticipation in community service
projects.
Stromgren, in his second semester at
UMaine, is a transfer secondary educa-
tion major.
Hankermyer is a first-year philoso-
phy major.
Calhoun from page 5
appear to be (in any) particular socioeco-
nomic place," she said, explaining that this
leads to the displacement of the homosexual
community. Due to this displacement, there
appears to be no such concept of sexuality
injustice unlike the existence of gender in-
justice, she said.
"Hence, special rights," she said in refer-
ence to the notion that homosexuals want
privileges.
"Speakers entered the world of speech
and subjects as gendered," she said. "All the
public practices suppose all are heterosexu-
al." The public assumes men have girl-
friends, and women have boyfriends.
Along with the supposition that the pop-
ulation is heterosexual, is the enforcement
of raising future generations as heterosexu-
al, she said.
Calhoun referred to the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, used
by the psychiatric profession to aid in diag-
nosing cases. She singled out Gender Iden-
tity Disorder where children take on the
opposite sexes' gender role. She said this
diagnosis is an attempt to control one's
sexuality, preventing children from being
gay, she said.
She asked if the heterosexual had the
right to make sure future generations would,
likewise, turn out heterosexual.
"What makes same-sex
kissing...marriage wrong?...is they're being
done by a certain kind of person," she said.
She explained gays and lesbians are not just
same-sex couples, but a type of people being
targeted.
"As presumed untrustworthy members
of society, gay and lesbian suggestions are
looked down on as suspect; whereas a het-
erosexual's opinion is more accepted," she
said.
Referring to the recent "don't ask, don't
tell" policy of the military, Calhoun reiterat-
ed that as long as the gay or lesbian does not
represent themselves; they will not get
thrown out of the service.
"The military cannot dismiss you from
service if you can prove you are really
heterosexual dispite what you have done,"
she said. "There's not going to be forced
entry into the closet."
The Maine Campus
Share
Ul.laine's thrice weekly newspaper
recycles.
it with a friend.
The Maine Campus
HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH.
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE)
4 Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want.
.4 Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish
if all you got was soup?
Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents
for it instead.
4 Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it.The Lost Wallet' Service can get you
emergency cash,- a new card, usually within
24 hours, and help replacing vital documents.
Based on available cash line.
WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call I -800-CITIBANK.
C171BAWO
.'U@ 
Tyri
,
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SportsPage
am sports
Kings pick up Randy
Burridge
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — The
Los Angeles Kings acquired 10-year
veteran left wing Randy Burridge from
Washington for wing Warren Rychel.
In 509 career games, Burridge, 29, has
156 goals and 176 assists.
The Capitals then traded Rychel to
the Toronto Maple Leafs for a 1995
or 1997 fourth-round draft choice. In
two-plus years, Rychel, 27, had 16
goals, 16 assists and 653 penalty min-
utes.
Rams hire Brooks as head
coach
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Rich
Brooks, who capped an 18-year ca-
reer at Oregon with the school's first
Rose Bowl since 1958, was hired as
Rams coach and signed a four-year
contract.
Brooks, 53, who coached Rams spe-
cial teams in 1971-72, was 91-109-4
since becoming Oregon's coach in 1977.
He succeeds Chuck Knox, fired last
month with a year remaining on his
four-year contract. The Rams finished
4-12, their third straight season of dou-
ble-digit losses.
Irvin signs for big bucks
IRVING, Texas (AP) — The Dal-
las Cowboys signed wide receiver
Michael Irvin to a five-year, $15 mil-
lion contract, making him the high-
est-paid receiver in NFL history, sur-
passing the Raiders' Tim Brown. The
four-time Pro Bowl selection and
Cowboys' fourth all-time leading re-
ceiver with 6,935 yards, got a $5
million bonus.
UMass-Lowell upsets
New Hampshire
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP)
Goalie Craig Lindsay stopped 33 shots
to lead UMass-Lowell to a 5-2 victory
over New Hampshire on Saturday
night.
Lindsay made 16 saves in the third
period to stop any hopes UNH (19-7-
3, 11-6-3 Hockey East) had to come
back from a 4-2 deficit after two pe-
riods.
Trailing 1-0, UMass-Lowell took a
2-1 lead on Jeff Dow's two goals in 79
seconds. UMass-Lowell (13-15-4, 8-
10-1) increased the lead to 4-1 early in
the second period on goals by Ed Camp-
bell and Brendan Concannon 88 sec-
onds apart.
The Wildcats closed to 4-2 on Todd
Hall's unassisted goal at 8:49 of the
second period, but Greg Bullock
matched that with his 22nd goal 1:25
into the third period.
Eric Royal scored UNH' s first goal
midway through the first period.
New Hampshire and the Univerity
of Maine will face off twice in the
beginning of March, with a game in
Portland on March 2 and a non-league
contest on March 3 in Orono.
• Men's basketball team snaps losing streak
• Purdie's two goals powers Maine's win
• Lady hoopsters take over No. 1 spot in NAC
• Women's basketball
Lady Black Bears
Record crowd of 5,624 on hand Saturday
By Stephen Campbell half," said UMaine head coach Joanne
Palombo. "We were concentrating on the
things that weren't going well and a lot of
The largest crowd ever assembled at shots that normally go in were not falling
the Alfond Arena, over 5,600 people, saw for us and that's always frustrating."
the University of Maine women's basket- The Black Bears jumped all over the
ball team disassemble the Terriers of Bos- Terriers in the second half, outscoring
ton University 77-56 Saturday afternoon them 16-5 in the first nine minutes.
and claim sole possession of first place in Steph Guidi, who scored seven points,
the NAC. was forced to sit out with foul trouble and
The sell-out crowd witnessed the Black Palombo called in the reserves.
Bears play catch-up right from the begin- "We all get our calls at different times,"
fling of the game as the Terriers came out said junior guard Stacia Rustad. "When
and attacked Maine quick. your on the bench you have to be prepared
But the Terriers couldn't hang on as and I was ready to go out there. With the
Maine went on a 9-4 run to tie the game at big crowd, I was really pumped up, that's
13-13 and then took their first lead of the nice."
game with a Cindy Blodgett free throw Along with Rustad's four-point, five-
with 11:30 left in the first period, rebound, two-steal performance off the
Maine went on another of their now bench, sophomore center Stacey Porrini
famous scoring runs, a 10-2 run. But then and junior forward Catherine Gallant came
things came apart as Boston University up big for Maine in the second half. Por-
outscored Maine 14-7 in the last five min- rini scored 17 points and ripped down 14
utes and with Maine's sad free-throw rebounds, while Gallant put in 12 points
shooting, their lowest of the season at 54 for the hosts.
percent, allowing the Terriers to climb The big story for Maine was freshmen
back into the game and only be down by sensation Cindy Blodgett. One of the
two at half-time.
"We were a little flat-footed in the first
Sports Writer
See RECORD CROWD on page 19
on a roll
Maine takes
over first place
By Scott Martin
Asst. Sports Editor
It was the match up that every team lives
for. No. 1 vs. No. 2. It's what college sports
are all about.
A crowd of 3,352 came out to see the
University of Maine women's basketball
team face the No. 1 team in the North Atlan-
tic Conference, the Northeastern Huskies
Thursday night at the Alfond Arena.
Maine came out smoking in the first half
behind 15 points from freshman sensation
Cindy Blodgett. The Bears went into the
lockeroom with a 41-29 halftime advantage.
Northeastern battled and after being down
by as many 23, cut Maine's lead to only six
with under four minutes to go. Nora Mitchell
caught fire, scoring 15 of her 22 points in the
second half, including four three pointers. It
wasn't enough to hold off the Black Bears,
who held the Huskies leading scorer, Katasha
Artis, to just 10 points on 4 for 20 shooting
and went on to beat the Huskies 79-65.
See FIRST PLACE on page 19
• Hockey
Purdie keys Minutemen massacre
By Larry Rogers Jr.
Sports Editor
For the the second time in as many games,
the University of Maine hockey team rolled
over the opposition by seven goals and played
spectacular defense.
The Black Bears pummeled the UMass-
Amherst Minutemen by the score of 7-0 and
limited the visitors to just 13 shots on net
through 60 minutes in front of 5,427 rowdy
fans at the Alfond Arena Saturday night.
"I like the way we played defensively,
they were very, very intense away from the
puck and they were communicating," said
UMaine head coach Shawn Walsh. "We
played so hard both ways — forget about
scoring seven goals, we stopped them cold."
The hosts took a 1-0 lead 4:48 into the
game when Brad Purdie (2 goals, 2 assists)
found Scott Parmentier in the middle of the
slot and put the puck on his stick. Parmen-
tier managed to control the pass with a
UMass defender tightly guarding him, one-
timing it over UMass goalie Brian Regan's
left shoulder.
That was all the offense Maine needed.
The Black Bear's intense defensive play
allowed the Minutemen only a handful of
real scoring opportunities throughout the
game and the goalies Blair (Allison and
Marsh) combined to makes 13 saves on 13
shots.
Maine improved to 25-2-6 overall and
13-1-6 in Hockey East, while UM ass dropped
to 5-22-2 and 3-16.
Purdie admitted that Maine had a little extra
motivation to beat UMass, with the 4-2 loss to
the Minutemen two weeks ago in Amherst
burning in the back of their collective minds.
See HOCKEY on page 19
An apparent goal by Maine's Troy Frene't'te (bottom middle) was waved off in the third period as he was called for a
cross check on UMass goalie Rich Moriarty. UMaine went on to beat the Minutemen 7-0. (Geyerhahn photo.)
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• Men's basketball
Black Bears split pair
By Scott Martin
Asst. Sports Editor
Few teams have had the type of season
the University of Maine men's basketball
team are having. They have been in almost
every game they have played this season
until the very end and this weekend was no
different.
Revenge was on the Black Bears' minds
as they headed into Northeastern Thursday
night to face the No. 2 team in the North
Atlantic Conference. In the two teams' first
meeting the Huskies played a rough, physi-
cal game beating the Black Bears 83-66. It
was a very emotional game that saw Maine's
Ken Barnes and Northeastern's Dan Calla-
han get slapped with technical fouls for
fighting.
Thursday's game was also emotional but
not because of bad blood between the two
teams. Led by Casey Arena's game-high 30
points, the Black Bears made a run at the end
of the game but fell short, losing 69-65.
Senior guard Ben Harlee led the Huskies
with 16 points as they improved their record
to 8-2 in the conference (14-6 overall.) Rah-
Shun Roberts added 12 points while Calla-
han chipped in 13.
For the Black Bears Terry Hunt was the
only other scorer in double figures, scoring
10 points. Chris Collins and Ramone Jones
SUBWAY'
Buy One
Footlong Sub,
get another one
Mth-this coupon only
Not good with any other specials
866-3550
18 Mill Street, Orono
Deliveries Sun-Thurs 7pm - 1Ipm
added six apiece, Greg Logan added five.
Maine was able to rack up their second
conference win of the season Saturday,
when Logan hit a layup at the buzzer to push
the Black Bears over Boston University 54-
53. The win improved Maine's record to 2-
8 (7-13 overall) while the Terriers dropped
to 3-8 (10-14 overall.)
The story in this game was Husky for-
ward Tunji Awojobi. The sophomore pulled
down 30 rebounds which is a single-game
high this year in the nation. He also poured
in 22 points.
Maine was led by senior forward Ken
Barnes who scored 18 points. Arena was the
only other Black Bear in double-figures
with 11 points.
Awojobi was BU's only scorer in dou-
ble-figures.
Men's Hoop Notes: The Black Bears
have two roads remaining this season and
then it's back to the Alfond for their final
four games. After that it's on to the NAC
tournament, where the Black Bears will
most likely face the Hofstra Flying Dutch-
men in a preliminary match-up. At this point
the winner of that game would face No. 1
Drexel University.
The Black Bears could be replaced by
BU in that prelim match if they can overtake
the Terriers for the No. 7 spot. Then they
would probably face Northeastern who is
currently second in the conference.
ILJN1laiiirse Sports=
ctca. rttb
clef-eat -we pride _
Read it In Sports_
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SKIERS,
LISTEN UP!
Drive to the slopes with the world's first ski
audiotape. Fun - Informative - Inspiring!
Driven to Ski! - Get the drift?
Over an hour of skiing entertainment and
insights. Get inside the minds of some of the
most amazing athletes you'll ever meet: Extreme
skier John Egan, Pro-racer Lisa Feinberg, and
more. With more than 30 minutes of original
comedy on skiing and the ski experience, all in all
it's "A Wild Ride to the Slopes." Only $10.95 +
S&H. 800-3SKI-TAPE or 617-926-9007
Have a safe Valentines Day & send a free condom gm.
Available at the Memorial Union
Friday, February. 10 & Monday., February. 13.
Sponsored by the Greek Peer Educators.
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Cindy Blodgett goes up for 2 of her 24 points Saturday. The Black Bears
downed BU 77-56 before a record crowd Saturday afternoon. (Lachowski
photo.)
• NHL
Penguins approaching record
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Pitts-
burgh Penguins remained the NHL's only
unbeaten team, improving to 10-0-1 with
a 3-1 victory over the Montreal Cana-
diens behind two goals by Jaromir Jagr.
The Penguins moved within four
games of the NHL record of 15 unbeaten
games at the start of a season, set by the
Edmonton Oilers in 1984-85.
Pittsburgh's Ken Wregget, the last
NHL goaltender to play every minute
this season, has allowed three goals or
less in nine of the 11 games. The unbeat-
en streak is his career-best and he has
notched 10 wins for the ninth consecu-
tive season.
Ron Francis assisted on both of Jagr' s
goals and has a point in every game this
season. The Penguins' only non-victory
was last Sunday's 3-3 tie at New Jersey.
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Hockey from page 17
"We had a score to settle with these guys,
we weren't very happy the last time they
beat us," said Purdie. "Payback is fun some-
times."
Purdie, with a little help from Jeff Tory,
built the lead to 3-0 when he scored his 20th
and 21st goals of the year. The first one
came 12:47 into the opening period, after
Tory's initial shot from the point bounced
off a defender and was left sitting in the
crease. Purdie flashed in from the perimeter
and collected the rebound goal. His second
of the night came just 1:15 into the second
period. With nine seconds remaining on a
Maine power play, Tory spotted Purdie just
to the left of the net and delivered the puck
from the right point. Purdie one-timed it
past UMass goalie Brian Regan.
Maine cruised in fifth gear the rest of the
way, getting two goals from Tim Lovell and
one apiece from Tony Tempestilli and Dan
Shermerhorn. The defense allowed just 21
shots attempted, including only three in the
final period.
"We're scoring some goals lately here
and that's good to see, but I was more
impressed with the defense than anything,"
said Walsh. "We're back to limiting teams
under 20 shots."
The Black Bears actually lit up the red
lamp nine times, but apparent goals in the
first and third periods were waved off by the
referee due to penalties.
Walsh inserted Marsh in goal 1:41 into
the second after Lovell's first goal gave
them a 4-0 lead. The junior stopped all eight
shots he faced, giving him just over 110
minutes played this season without allow-
ing a goal. Tory finished with three assists.
Record crowd from page 17
country's best freshmen, Blodgett was the
games high scorer putting away 24 points,
while picking off six rebounds.
"I think with us beating Northeastern
and becoming number one, we know we
have to win each game so we can stay at
number one and not have to play catch-
up," said Blodgett.
In the last four minutes, Maine went on
a 10-1 run to put an exclamation point on
an outstanding 21-point win.
For Boston University, Jill Sosnak had
a big game with 16 points and 12 re-
bounds, while trying to keep BU in the
game. Senior forward Julie Schmidt also
came up big with 13 points and eight
rebounds.
With Northeastern losing its second
straight game, Maine took over first place
in the conference and hopes to stay there
all the way to the NCAA tournament.
"We're all chasing a dream," said Pal-
ombo. "We're all underdogs in this con-
ference with the exception of Vermont
whose been to the NCAA tournament be-
fore, so we're all underdogs chasing some-
thing very special."
Next up for Maine in their quest to be
the best is two more games at the Alfond
Arena, Feb. 16 against Hartford at 7:30
p.m. and a matinee Saturday Feb. 18
against Vermont at 1 p.m.
Absolute Soccer
Cid Dyjak - proprietor
Show UMaine ID &
receive an additional
10% OFF all sale items.
we do only soccer and we do it good
upplies • equipment • novelties • retail & team sale
100% HaRdCoRe SoCCer
22 N Maine St., Old Town, ME 04468207/827-8201
was against the number one team but I don't think
they're number one any longer."
Maine also got strong performances from
Stacey Porrini, who continued to dominate the
inside action, scoring 17 points, grabbing six
rebounds and swatting six Husky shots. Palom-
bo is also seeing the emergence of sophomore
guard Trisha Ri pton. Ripton poured in 14 points,
including three treys. Guidi added ten points
and five rebounds for the 15-5 Black Bears (8-
2 in the NAC.)
Eddewena Wright helped pick up the slack
for the Huskies scoring 20 points and ripping
down 10 rebounds. Northeastern is now 13-
7 overall and 8-2 in the NAC.
• NFL transaction
Broncos hire Shanahan as a coach
By John Mossman
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (AP) — Another Super
Bowl won, another assistant coach lost.
In what is becoming an NFL trend,
Mike Shanahan became the latest assis-
tant to cash in on a Super Bowl victory by
landing a head coaching job elsewhere.
When Dallas won the Super Bowl two
years ago, defensive coordinator Dave
Wannstedt left for the Chicago Bears.
Then, last year, the Cowboys repeated
and lost offensive coordinator Norv Turn-
er to the Washington Redskins.
Now Shanahan, credited with devis-
ing the offense that generated seven touch-
downs for San Francisco against San Di-
ego, has been hired to reconstruct his old
team, the Denver Broncos.
Shanahan, whose seven-year tenure
as a Broncos' assistant included three
Super Bowl appearances, was hired Tues-
day night by owner Pat Bowlen.
The 49ers offensive coordinator re-
portedly turned down a lucrative offer to
stay in San Francisco that would have
doubled his salary to nearly $1 million a
year with the promise to succeed coach
George Seifert. He also was believed to
have been offered about $1 million a year
to coach the Philadelphia Eagles.
Instead, he signed with the Broncos
for seven years worth at least $7 million.
"Deep down inside me, I always
wanted this job," he said. "My family
and I love Denver. This feels like home.
I'm happy to be back as part of the
family."
He is the latest in a string of highly
regarded NFL assistants to receive high-
salaried offers as coaches — following
Bill Belichick, Mike Holmgren, Bill Cow-
her, Wannstedt and Turner.
Shanahan, 42, was the architect of one
of the NFL' s most fearsome offenses the
last three seasons, and the 49ers' drive to
the Super Bowl title made him a hot
First place from page 17
Artis was struggling with an ankle injury
but the Black Bears feel they were able to focus
on her defensively and effectively shut her
down.
"Defensively we needed to focus on her,
she did a very nice job on us last time," said
Black Bear forward Steph Guidi. "I think this
time we kind of took her out of her game and got
her a little frazzled. I think we did thejob tonight
taking her out of her game."
"I was pleased we kept Katasha to 10
points," said Black Bear head coach Joanne
Palombo. "That's an accomplishment, a team
effort and good team effort."
Palombo saw her team struggle in the
second half and felt that her team's ability to
recover from mistakes and regain control of the
game was a key.
"What I liked about it was we made some
mistakes but we rebounded from them," said
Palombo. "I was most pleased with us picking
it up a little bit and making some adjustments."
This was a crucial game for the Black Bears
as they took over first place in the NAC, but this
team has their season firmly in perspective and
know they must take one game at a time.
"Our confidence is soaring right now but it will
probably stop tomorrow when we go to practice
because it's just another win," said Blodgett who
finished with a game-high 26 points. "It (the win)
Equipment & Apparel for the Outdoors
Coupon Not Valid with Other Offers or Sale Items. Expires 2/28/95.
CHINA GARDEN
Stressed Out?
Come enjoy an exotic
Polynesian drink.
We
Deliver
Happy Hour
2 - 5pm everyday
Delicous luncheon special
ends at 4pm
Call 866-7344 or 866-5844
Maine State ID required
.10
aik
411`
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Shanahan from page 19
coaching commodity.
Despite his relative youth, his creden-
tials are lengthy - and impressive.
He was a graduate assistant at Okla-
homa in 1975 when the Sooners won a
national championship. At Northern Ar-
izona in 1977, Shanahan's offense set
school records. His offensive innovations
helped Eastern Illinois win the NCAA
Division II national championship in
1978. s offensive coordinator at aminne-
sota in 1979, Shanahan's offense set
school records. At Florida in the early
1980s, more records fell.
Shanahan served two stints in Den-
ver, 1984-87 and 1989-91, mostly as of-
fensive coordinator, nurturing a young
John Elway into one of the NFL's pre-
mier passers.
The only black mark on his record
was his brief stint as coach of the Los
Angeles Raiders. Shanahan, regarded as
an outsider by the close-knit Raider orga-
nization and never given full control,
went 8-12 when he was fired four games
into his second season.
Bowlen pursued Shanahan two years
ago after Dan Reeves was fired. But the
pair couldn't come to terms and Bowlen
turned to Wade Phillips, who went 16-17
in two seasons and was fired Dec. 29.
This time, Bowlen got his man.
The Maine Campus
Classifieds
help wanted
Summer Jobs with Upward Bound
Work with high school students on the
UMaine campus. We need English,
Spanish, French, Advanced Math
(through Calculus) and Career Informa-
tion teachers, a Nurse, Residential Life
counselors, Horizons Coordinator,
Workshops Coordinator, Work Experi-
ence Coordinator, Camping Coordinator
and others. Summer works-study
especially helpful. Excellent professional
experience. Room and board available foi
some positions. Details/application:
Upward Bound; 224 Chadbourne Hall;
UMaine; 581-2522.
Tennis Jobs-Summer Boys Sports
Camp in Mass. Instructors with good
tennis background who can teach
children to play tennis. Good salary,
Rm/Bd, travel allowance. Call or write:
Camp Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd. Suite
406E, Boca Raton, FL 33431, 1-800-
494-6238.
Tutor needed for the following
classes: Macroeconomics, JMC
250 (advertising) and MAT 111
(algebra). $5/hour. Please call Bill
at 1-7170.
EAST COAST SUMMER CAMP JOBS/
COUNSELORS & STAFF - Boys summer
camp, MASS. Top salary Rm/Bd/
Laundry, travel allowance. Must have
skill in one of the following activites:
Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Drama,
Drums, Football, Golf, Guitar, Ice
Hockey, Lacross, Lifeguard, Nature,
Nurses, Photograph, Piano, Pool,
Rocketry, Scuba, Secretary, Soccer,
swimming, tennis, track, video, water-
ski, windsurfing, weights, wood. Call or
write: Camp Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd.
Suite 406E, Boca Raton, FL 33431. 1-
800-494-6238
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up to $25 - $45/hour
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian language required. For
info. call: (206) 652-1146, ext.
150673.
Boothbay Harbor Waterfront Inn
hiring experienced wait, kitchen,
house staff for summer. L. Metzger
Lawnmeer, 2245 N. Beach Rd,
Englewood, FL (813)475-7725.
Wanted - Owners of Dodge Neons.
Help UM Chapter of American Adver-
tising federation. Like to take pictures
of cars. Call 945-0256.
Summer Opportunity - Lochearn
Camp for Girls seeks kind, enthusiastic
female staff with strong activity skills in
gymnastics, tennis, watersports (WSI
certified), studio & performing arts,
field sports, English riding, hiking.
Outstanding facilities, magnificent
Vermont setting, 20 minutes from
Dartmouth College. Positive attitude
required, prior experience is not! Mid-
June through Mid-August. Contact:
Rich Maxson, Box 500, Post Mills, VT
05058; 1-800-235-6659.
Summer Camp Staff coed residential
central NY camp seeking energetic and
skilled individuals for staff members.
Waterfront, horses, Aec, Computers,
nature, ropes course, riflery, archery,
and sports instructors. A great summer,
reat experience. 1-800-782-5318.
for sale
Car stereos, alarms, rem. starters sales/
installation. Rockford - Fosgate, Eclipse,
JVC, JBL. SoundShapers. 989-1889.
2 pr. Oakley sunglasses. 1 pr Frogskins
(cyst/iridum) $40. 1 pr. zeros(.) $80.
never worn w/bag. Call 827-5896.
JBL car subwoofer in ported box w/
crossover. 140 watts rms almost new.
$175. Phone 581-6812. Killer deal.
Baur Rollerblades - size 9. Only used
5 times. Asking $100 (orig. $175). Call
866-3745.
486DX-33 Computer with IMB super
VGA9 non-interlaced pionex monitor
4mb ram, 210 mb hard drive, 3 1/2 & 5
1/2 high density disk drives, mouse, 10
keyboard. $750/bo. Jeff 581-1272.
Ensoniq SQ80 synth w/sequencer
and disk drive. Great for beginning
elec. musicians. $500 w/case. 843-
5138.
miscellaneous
Orono Thrift Shop- WED 11-4 SAT
11-2. Take Pine St. off Main St., 2nd
right off Pine (Birch).
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy?
We'll Help. Free pregnancy test 942-1611
Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise Island
and Cancun, Jamaica from $299! Air,
hotel, transfers, parties and more!
Organize small group - earn free trip
plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.
Free Financial Aid! Over $6 billion in
private sector grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible regard-
less of grades, income, or parents income.
Let us help. Call Student Financial Services:
: • •.1 • •
SKI. SPRINGBREAK '95 Intercollegiate Ski
Weeks, ONLY $209. Includes: 5 DAY LIFT
TICKET/ 5 NIGHTS LODGING (LUXURY
CONDO)/5 DAYS INTERCOLLEGIATE
ACTIVITIES (Drinking age 18), Sponsors
Include: Labatts, Molson and Mt. Orford,
Quebec, CANADA (Just across the
Vermont Border) Group Leader Discounts.
Campus & Greek reps needed. Call Ski
Travel Unlimited. 1-800-999-SKI-9.
Spring Break Get in shape at Clark's Fitness
with step aerobics & total body toning. Join
for month/$15 get a free tan. 827-2456.
InLimbo DJ Service - All request,
exactly what you want. Over $20,000
of music. 947-9173. Mike Laramee.
Spring Break- Lowest prices. Get
warm in Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida. Call Scott 1-8471,
roommates
Female roommate wanted. 10 minute
drive to campus. All util. paid, incl cable.
$190/mo. Call 827-1098 or 827-2705.
M/F roommate wanted. Have own
br. 3 openings in Sep. apts. Modern,
clean, close. Call 827-0471.
Roommate wanted: apartment in
Orono close to campus and town.
$201 prmo. Questions? Call 827-9124.
Share house in trees in Orono. Non-
smoker. $250/mo + 1/4 util. Rent
reduced for chores. 866-5584/581-1036.
for rent
Rooms- A quiet place to study. 2 minute
walk to UM call 866-/888 or tibb-zo tb.
Orono - 3 bedroom, second sem.
Big new kitchen nice location.
$350 866-2518 or 866-3248.
Heated 1 & 2 bedroom apart-
ments. Walking distance to univer-
sity. Call 866-2816.
Apartments for all. Walking distance
to campus, all sizes. 866-2516.
5br & 2 full bath apt. Modern, clean,
close to Univ. Possible immediate
occupancy. $800/mo. heated. 827-6212
1 bedroom apt walking distance to campus.
$385/mo heat h/w included. 8274668. Lea -
message.
lost & found
Found- Red LL Bean Parka, Large w/orang
hat & green mitten. Call 1-1404 to claim.
Lost - Green L.L. Bean wardens jacket.
Last seen Fri. 1/27 at Forest Ave,
Orono. If found call Matt at 1-0384.
Lost -1818 penny in black case. Lost on
campus on 1/30. Sentimental value.989-5691
Found - Men's ligordini Headtrap gloves
on Fri 1/27 behind Aubert. Call 827-1089
Lost - MAT 228 Calculus Stein - Barcellos
book in 318 Shibles on 2/3. Call 581-1840
Lost - At Talmar Wood on 2/3 - A tige
striped cat w/ blue collar & bell.
Approx. 1 yr. Call 827-8423.
Lost- Green 5 subject UMaine note-
book, in Dunn Hall 1/31. Call 827-4259
Lost - One red Descent pullover jacke
in Margarita's in December. Call 827-
8422. Sentimental value.
Found in Union computer cluster: 1
Igloo Playmate cooler - red & white,
on 2/6. See consultant desk at cluster
Found at Union computer cluster: Blu
Jansport backpack containing assort-
ment of stuff. Left 3-4 weeks ago. See
consultant at cluster.
Lost - diamond ring, size 10 or 11. Small
cracked diamond, six prongs. Family
heirloom. Not much $$ value, but extreme
sentimental value. Carrie, 581-8537.
Found - White cat w/ pink nose -
about 5 to 6 yrs. old, on Thurs. Feb.
9th at Thriftway around 6 pm. Call
Jason, 827-1020.
personals
Come see what 87 years of brotherhood &
tradition has done for us. Rush Delta Tau
Delta. For info call 5814171 & ask for Scott.
Just though I'd say once more: OH
MY GOD! WEDNESDAY! OH MY
GOD! OH MY GOD! OH MY GOD!
OH MY GOD! WED.!
Commuters - get out the drive on Feb
14. Imagine the Union with more votei
than all on-campus polls! - Ben
Due to recent surgery, Meiklejohn's
jog on Mon. will be reduced to a walk.
Rally at Union at noon. Vote!
Nelson/Gosselin - vote for your two favoritel
sweeties on Feb 14 for Pres. & V.P. of R.O.C.
Zen Ben - Heavenly wishes for good
luck on Tuesday. Your angels are
watching over you.
Ben John Meiklejohn for President,
Chris "Toph" Bragdon for V. Pres. of
Stud. Gov. Vote on Valentine's Day!
To the guy with the dark blue
toughskin jeans - thanks for the 25-
cent draft "big spender" - I'll buy next
time. - Your Brown-eyed Girl
Happy
Valentine's
Day
To get your classified ad stop 107 Lord Hall, M-Th 9am-5pm and F 9am-4pm.
Cost is $1 per line. (One line equals 35 characters including all spaces and punctuation.)
Take advantage of our FREE lost & Found ad and our 3 lines 3 days for $3 special. Any questions? Call 581-1273.
